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1.1 Motivation 
The main intent of this work is to improve the knowledge on sediment transport of mixed 
beaches with particular focus on the coarse fraction. Given the lack of information and 
foremost the actual quality level of in-depth analyses on coarse and mixed beaches, 
especially in comparison to what is already known about the sandy equivalent, several 
hypotheses were assumed to be demonstrated from field data acquirement. First of all, the 
knowledge improvement of pebble transport in microtidal beaches during low-energy 
conditions and in short periods of time. The investigation was possible by means of radio 
tracer technique (RFID Radio Frequency Identification). The remarkable asset of the 
technique is to univocally gather displacement information for each single pebble, allowing 
to compare direct field measurements with existing models of sediment transport, usually 
based on indirect measures and in need of statistical treatment to decrease as much as 
possible an error which is nevertheless irremovable. Pebble transport was investigated 
during short fair-weather spans of time (6 and 24 h after the tracer injection) and also 
monitored in the long term (months to 1 year). It is clear that different factors exert control 
on beach dynamic during severe storm events rather than under low energy conditions. In 
the latter case it is likewise spontaneous to generate assumptions to be tested, such as if 
any selective transport of pebbles, based on their size and shape, is possible, or which 
hydrodynamic factor is the most decisive to destabilize the sediment particle at 
equilibrium; keeping in mind that the swash zone is certainly the most active part of a 
mixed beach and several factors affect its dynamic. All the previous purposes had to be 
supported by a strong substrate of morphodynamics concepts, suited on the basis of 
constant field data gathering.  The classical morphodynamics study approach of beach is to 
consider here as sustain of the sediment transport findings and useful to observe the actual 
response of a replenished beach. Nourishment practices are increasingly chosen by local 
policies to improve beach stability in critical areas, even on mixed beaches, but there is 
still a relative lack of information regarding the post-replenishment behaviour of these 
beaches, never forgetting that a knowledge refinement, on which refill material is the best 
fitting for specific replenished areas, is also needed. 
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1.2 State of the arts on mixed beaches 
1.2.1 - Classifications and reviews 
Since mixed and coarse grained beaches have been studied, many authors have basically 
focused on the field description of morphological features and sediment arrangements. On 
the basis of these evident characteristics some scientists tried to conceive classification 
schemes with the justifiable aim to suite them for all cases. Despite a substantial 
improvement has been around the first decade of this millennium, a classification perfectly 
suitable for any beach is yet to be established. When the first peak of interest on gravel 
beaches emerged around 1960s, Bluck (1967) proposed a qualitative model based on field 
observations of six beaches of South Wales. He described the surface sediment stretching 
these beaches, distinguishing among four particle cross-shore zones on the basis of their 
shapes. According to Bluck (1967) two types of gravel beaches are assumed: the Sker type, 
and the Newton type, on the basis of erosional or accretionary structures created by the 
wave reworking. Both these two typology has the same particles zones (“landward large 
disc zone”, “imbricate zone”, “infill zone”, “outer frame”) which basically vary for a 
different sequential arrangement (Figure 1-1). The two facies types (Sker and Newton) 
reflect respectively a high and a lower energy environment (Mason and Coates, 2001). As 
stated by Orford (1975) they are not exclusive of a specific beach, but mostly 
representative of the ambient energy conditions. 
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Figure 1-1. A) Construction cycle of a “Sker” type beach and B) a “Newton” type beach (Bluck, 
1967). 
Bluck (1967) realised a detailed description of the internal structures of a gravel beach, 
lately improved in his recent work with other case studies (Bluck, 2011), always ascribing 
a prominent role to the particle shape in the construction phase of a gravel beach. The 
Bluck’s works took place on beaches affected by an important tidal range that, joined to 
the wave action, obviously lead to a more complex selection of beach material, as also 
confirmed by Mason and Coates (2001). A more comprehensive classification of mixed 
and coarse-grained beaches was ratified by Jennings and Shulmeister (2002). The authors 
proposed a classification scheme which still represents the only one that is suitable for 
most of the worldwide coarse grained and mixed beaches. Three different types of beaches 
are conceived: pure gravel beach, mixed sand and gravel beach (MSG), and composite 
beach. The pure gravel beach has a completely gravelly profile with minor berms and a 
strong sediment sorting. The main grain size range from -2 to -6 phi. These characteristics 
make the profile linear with highly steep beachface (tan β values between 0.1 and 0.25, and 
a mean beachface slope of 0.18; Table 1-1; Figure 1-2). Previous researchers described 
pure gravel beaches, giving information mainly based on field observations. According to 
Carter and Orford (1993) pure gravel beaches are highly reflective at all stages of the tidal 
cycle. Surf zone processes are absent and edge wave development control the 
morphodynamics regime, with associated cuspate morphology (Sherman et al., 1993). 
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Cusps can be either accretionary or erosional in these kinds of beaches (Sunamura and 
Aoki, 2000). Surging and collapsing waves dominate under all conditions but during storm 
events (Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002). The mixed sand and gravel beach (MSG) is 
whereas characterised by a complete intermixing of sandy and gravelly sediments (Kirk, 
1980; Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002). Grain size varies from coarse sand to pebble (0.5 
to -6 phi). Beach slope varies from 0.04 to 0.12 values and well developed step represents 
the main break point of the profile slope. Beach cusps are frequent and often well-formed 
on more than one tier (Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002). During fair-weather periods, 
swash processes control the hydrodynamic regime; consequently the swash zone is the 
most dynamic part of the beach relative to sediment transport (Kirk, 1980). Plunging and 
collapsing waves are typical of these kind of beaches (Figure 1-2), while little is known, 
according to Jennings and Shulmeister (2002), about their behaviour under severe storms 
conditions. The composite gravel beach occurs when hydraulic sorting is able to clearly 
separate the beach profile in two distinct parts: one seaward, sand dominated, with lower 
gradient (tan β = 0.03-0.1); the other landward, gravel dominated, with an higher tan β 
value between 0.1 and 0.15 (Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002). Given these characteristics, 
spilling waves will form with a dissipative surf zone at low tide and a long-shore bar-
trough system may develop (Figure 1-2). 
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Table 1-1. Morphological parameters of studied beaches by Jennings and Shulmeister (2002). 
The lack of classification scheme was partially camouflaged by some remarkable paper 
reviews. Kirk (1980) was the first author who tempts to offer a comprehensive scientific 
point of view of the state of the arts at that time, collecting works of different nature 
dealing with mixed and gravel beaches. He presented and discussed several aspects and 
distinctive characteristics relating to processes, sediments and morphology of mixed 
beaches basing on New Zealand beach study. Kirk’s work was essentially the first 
morphodynamic study of mixed beaches which could include all the crucial features of 
those environments (i.e. sediment characteristics, wave parameters, profile evolution, 
sediment transport and sediment variations both along and cross-shore). He also 
determined an ideal visual scheme of a mixed beach (Figure 1-3), based on field 
observations of New Zealand beaches that can be generally believed valid elsewhere. 
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Figure 1-2. Schematic representation of the three types of beaches proposed by Jennings and 
Shulmeister (2002): A) pure gravel beach, B) mixed sand and gravel beach (MSG), C) composite 
beach. 
According to Kirk (1980), mixed beaches are typically narrow, steep between 5 and 12° 
and broadly convex in profile shape. Four elements are shown in Figure 1-3 and can 
normally be identified on a mixed beach: a backshore zone landward the highest run up 
limit of storm swash; a steep foreshore extending from the topmost berm (or cliff base) to 
the wave break point; a lower foreshore marked by a distinct break point step or low tide 
terrace; a clear slope change, seaward of the breaker zone, between a steep gravel 
nearshore and a gently sloping and sandy inner shelf surface. Two decades later, Mason 
and Coates (2001) resumed the Kirk’s work giving a long range review on processes 
affecting mixed beaches. They distinguished in a first and second order factors influencing 
sediment transport on these environments. 
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Figure 1-3. Typical morphology and zonation of mixed sand and gravel beach profiles according to 
Kirk (1980). 
Among the first order factors the authors cited several components such as: hydraulic 
conductivity, groundwater infiltration, wave reflection and threshold of motion. A less 
crucial role seems to have sediment shape, tidal range, specific gravity, armouring 
phenomena and chemical processes. If one can agree with what the authors considered 
more important on controlling beach processes, it must be said that all the secondary 
factors were, and still are, poorly analysed and inadequately understood. Only few works 
have been focalised on those “second order” aspects of mixed beach morphodynamics. 
Mason and Coates gave also a fairly complete archive of the most relevant works of those 
years based on field experiments (Caldwell and Williams, 1985; Brampton and Motyka, 
1987; Hill, 1990; Bujalesky and Gonzalez-Bonorino, 1991; Walker at al., 1991; McKay 
and Terich, 1992; Nordstrom and Jackson, 1993) or dealing with the development of beach 
model from laboratory tests (Petrov, 1989; Quick and Dyksterhuis, 1994; Holmes et al., 
1996). In the recent years, Buscombe and Masselink (2006) were the last scientists that felt 
to draft a review paper on mixed and gravel beaches. Their intent was to review all the 
short-term processes that affect beach foreshore and beachface, highlighting the key 
aspects for future research. “Morpho-sedimentary-dynamics” (MSD), was the new coined 
term by Carter and Orford (1993), later deeply discussed and refined by Masselink and 
Puleo (2006) and by Buscombe and Masselink (2006). The term wants to focus the 
reciprocal relationship between the morphology evolution, the sediment transport and the 
hydraulic properties on a mixed or gravel beach. These three aspects should be present in 
every future research, representing the minimum number of parameters to understand in 
order to adequately describe the state of a beach. According to the authors, spatial 
heterogeneity of sediment properties (grain size and shape in particular) is both an 
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expression and a control on gravel beach morphodynamics. The paper of Buscombe and 
Masselink (2006) contains a comprehensive review of the most recent works dealing with 
hydrodynamics factors, sediment transport (sorting and grading of sediments, longshore 
and cross-shore transport, transport modes) and morphological features (step, cusps, storm 
beach, foreshore dynamics). The concept of “Morpho-sedimentary-dynamics” (MSD) is 
shown in Figure 1-4, where the interactions between and within the surf zone and the 
swash zone morphodynamic system are represented. A morpho-sedimentary-dynamics 
(MSD) approach treats sediments, and the spatial variation of sediment characteristics, not 
as a boundary condition but as a fundamental and integral aspect which permeates through 
morphodynamics, which may act as both an expression and control on gravel beach 
behaviour (Buscombe and Masselink, 2006). 
 
Figure 1-4. Conceptual morpho-sedimentary-dynamics diagram for gravel beachface. This diagram 
was already drafted by Masselink and Puleo (2006) and later modified by Buscombe and Masselink 
(2006) in the current form. The diagram illustrates interactions between and within the surf zone 
and the swash zone morphodynamic system. 
As regularly happens when it is attempted to study natural processes, the more it is tried to 
define precise theoretical classes, the more is easy to find cases in between. Any beach 
classification or conventional scheme, as far as simple, is not perfectly suitable for each 
case of study: it is common to recognize distinctive characteristics in theory assumed for 
specific beach categories also for different ones, or observe beach behaviours which are 
not strictly fitted in one single typology. 
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1.2.2 - Sediment transport 
Sediment transport along ocean shorelines is a foremost aspect in the morphological 
evolution of coastal environments, the factors responsible for sediment displacement 
driving the morphodynamics of a given beach between erosion and accretion in the process 
of achieving some form of equilibrium. Understanding the principles of beach 
morphodynamics and following the pathways of sediment movement have been major 
objectives of beach studies over past decades (e.g., Komar and Inman, 1970; McCave, 
1978; Wright et al., 1985; Salomons and Mook, 1987; Ciavola et al., 1997, 1998; White, 
1998; Short, 1999; Benavente et al., 2005; Silva et al., 2007; Poizot et al., 2013; Sancho-
García et al., 2013). Although more attention has generally been given to sandy beaches, 
mainly because it is easier to carry out field experiments on sand-sized sediments rather 
than gravel-sized ones (Buscombe and Masselink 2006), a renewed interest in the 
investigation of coarse-clastic beaches can be observed in recent years (e.g., Allan et al. 
2006; Curtiss et al. 2009; Bertoni et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011; Curoy 2012). The 
understanding of sediment transport in coastal environments has in recent years improved 
mostly because of novel technical solutions that solved many of the logistical problems 
encountered previously. For instance, the possibility of tracking individual pebbles by 
means of the RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) technique provided a major boost 
toward the unravelling of coarse sediment displacement mechanisms (Allan et al. 2006; 
Bertoni et al. 2010). In addition, the use of gravel and pebble nourishment as a form of 
coastal protection has progressively increased because they are more resistant to wave 
scour than are sandy beaches (Masselink and Hughes 2003). Improving the knowledge of 
sediment transport in mixed beaches is therefore of particular importance, especially in the 
swash zone where the magnitude of transportation is likely to be more significant rather 
than on sand beaches (Van Wellen et al., 1999a; 2000). In the past, most work dealing with 
coarse sediment transport on beaches was carried out in high-energy environments (e.g., 
Bluck 1967; Ibbeken and Schleyer 1991; Deguchi et al. 1998; Packham et al. 2001; 
Buscombe and Masselink 2006; Curoy 2012). A few studies dealing with low-energy 
coarse-clastic beaches mainly concentrated on their response to episodic storms or the 
aftermath of high-energy events (e.g., Bertoni et al. 2010, 2012a; Bertoni and Sarti 2011; 
Ellis and Cappietti 2013).  
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1.2.3 - Influence of sediment characteristics on transport 
Several hydrodynamic factors exert significant control on sediment transport for gravel and 
mixed sand-gravel beaches, and these factors are still poorly understood. As already cited 
in the paragraph 1.1, some comprehensive review of these forces was made in the recent 
past (Kirk, 1980; Mason and Coates, 2001; Buscombe and Masselink, 2006), but finding 
clear correlations between sediment characteristics and hydrodynamic agents still 
represents a hard challenge, especially in the swash zone. A conceptual model of sediment 
transport on a gravel beach was proposed by Carter and Orford (1991): they listed a series 
of probabilistic opportunities (Figure 1-5) in which an incoming clast may face on the 
active zone of a gravel beach (within a finite time period), including incorporation, 
washover or projectile rejection, acceptance, attrition or breakage, abandonment, or 
gravity-assisted loss offshore.  
 
Figure 1-5. Conceptual model of the probabilistic nature of a sediment grain transport on a gravel 
beach (Carter and Orford, 1993, after Carter and Orford, 1991). 
Gravel is not only larger, but usually varies over several orders of magnitude greater than 
beach sands (Buscombe and Masselink, 2006) and this characteristic  creates extremely 
evident texture variations on coarse clastic beach surfaces, which cyclically raises the 
interest of researchers. After the early papers which mainly focused on the description of 
particle characteristics (Wentworth, 1922b, 1923; Zingg, 1935), a first peak of interest on 
the relationship between hydrodynamics factors and sediment characteristics came through 
around the 1970s and 1980s (Bluck, 1967; Carr, 1969; McLean and Kirk, 1969; Carr et al., 
1970; McLean, 1970; Carr, 1971; Gleason and Hardcastle, 1973;  Orford, 1975; Kirk, 
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1980; Caldwell, 1981; Williams and Caldwell, 1988; Isla, 1993; Isla and Bujalesky, 1993), 
a further renewed interest in sediment transport based on different coarse particle 
characteristics formed during the first decade of this millennium (Buscombe and 
Masselink, 2006; Ciavola and Castiglione, 2009; Bluck, 2011; Bertoni et al., 2012a). 
Textural mosaics of different clast shapes and sizes are common and different cross-shore 
size-shape zonations and modes of transport were demonstrated by many authors (Bluck, 
1967; Orford, 1975; Williams and Caldwell, 1988; Isla, 1993; Ciavola and Castiglione, 
2009; Hayes et al., 2010; Bluck, 2011), although the relative importance of size and shape 
in sorting is yet to be resolved (Buscombe and Masselink, 2006). Orford (1975) noted that 
the roles of size and shape cannot be easily separated; using both factors is therefore well-
advised to establish the degree of pebble zonation on a beach. Williams and Caldwell 
(1988) proposed a model wherein the influence of particle size is more important on the 
sorting of sediments when energy conditions are high, while particle shape predominates 
when energy conditions are low and cross-shore sediment transport prevails. Because most 
of the cited papers were undertaken on meso- or macro-tidal beaches, except for Ciavola 
and Castiglione (2009), whose dataset provided insights on a micro-tidal beach, the aim of 
this work would theorise further ideas on this type of beach by attempting to discriminate 
whether shape and size affect pebble displacements in the swash zone differently under 
low-energy conditions. Furthermore, thanks to the RFID technology that enables the 
unambiguous identification of pebbles, it is possible to describe the movement of each 
individual particle according to its characteristics such as shape and size. This tracing 
technique, according to Van Wellen et al. (2000), is currently best suitable to obtain short-
term transport rates on coarse-grained beaches. 
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2. Study Areas 
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2.1 - Portonovo beach 
Portonovo is a town located on the northern edge of the Conero Headland in the central 
sector of the Adriatic Sea; the study mixed beach is located on the eastern side of the town 
(Figure 2-1). The beach is approximately 500 m long and 20 to 50 m wide and is bounded 
by two boulder armours built between 1940s and 1960s to protect historical buildings 
(Regione Marche, 2005). The beach is approximately NW-SE oriented. The southern 
portion of the beach is wider and slightly embayed, whereas the northern part is narrower 
and straight. In the central zone of the area the backshore is limited by a seawall parallel to 
the shoreline, while the northern part is limited by a small cliff. The beach was formed by a 
prehistoric landslide from the north-eastern slope of Conero Headland (Coccioni et al., 
1997). Cliff erosion is the only sediment source as there is no river input and the beach 
sediments consist of marls and limestones. In 2010, a replenishment made of alluvial 
material, compatible with the original sediment, was carried out by local authorities: 
pebbles and cobbles (4-100 mm in diameter) of limestone were injected to contain beach 
erosion. The total amount of infill material deployed on Portonovo beaches between 2006 
and 2011 was approximately 18500 m
3
: most of the part was unloaded on the western side 
of the village (personal communication by officers of the Regione Marche). The exact 
quantity released in 2010 in the study site is unknown. The beach sediment grain size 
varies from medium sand to cobble with a prevalent gravel fraction mainly formed by 
pebbles. The beach looks extremely heterogeneous regarding the surface sediment grain 
size: sand and scattered gravel accumulations cover the backshore, with barely continuous 
stripes of different grain size parallel to the shoreline, already noted by many authors in 
local beaches (Van Straaten, 1965; Pigorini, 1968; Van Straaten, 1970; Brambati et al., 
1973; Brambati et al., 1983; Curzi, 1986; Curzi and Tomadin, 1987). In Portonovo stripes 
of different grain size are mainly given by normal and stormy wave action and visually 
highlighted by long storm berms. The gravel fraction usually occupies the swash zone, 
with granules and fine pebbles normally found on the berm and in the swash zone and 
cobbles and boulders usually found on the step zone. The beachface typically slopes 0.2, 
whereas the seabed seaward of the step is approximately 0.01, as normally known for the 
Adriatic seabed. According to the Jennings and Shulmeister (2002) classification, 
Portonovo is a mixed sand and gravel beach (MSG) where a complete intermixing of sandy 
and gravelly sediments occurs (Figure 2-2), and results as a reflective beach for the Wright 
and Short (1984) classification of beaches. In this part of the coast, the littoral drift, 
influenced by “Levante” (E) and “Scirocco” (SE) winds, is directed northwards (Colantoni 
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et al., 2003; Regione Marche, 2005), but this has no effect on the beach sediment transport 
because of its longshore boundaries. The tide regime in the Adriatic Sea is semidiurnal and 
the average tidal range at spring tide in Ancona area is 0.47 m, with a maximum record of 
0.58 m (Colantoni et al., 2003). The typical wave directions recorded by the Ancona 
offshore wave buoy of ISPRA (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica 
Nazionale”, Bencivenga et. al., 2012) in the period 1999–2006 are from SE (20%) and NE 
(16%) (Figure 2-3), which correspond to the typical storm directions (“Scirocco” wind 
from SE and “Bora” wind from NNE) for the Adriatic Sea. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Portonovo study area. 
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Figure 2-2. Overall view of the beach during the first (A) and the second experiment (B). 
 
 
Figure 2-3. Multiyear wave climate for Portonovo (recording period from 1999 to 2006). Wave 
data recorded by ISPRA buoy of Ancona (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica 
Nazionale”). 
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2.2 - Marina di Pisa beach 
The mixed beach chosen on the western side of the Italian coast is located in Marina di 
Pisa, a small town stretching on the left side of the Arno River, only 11 Km southwest of 
the city of Pisa (Figure 2-4). The beach is named Barbarossa, is 180 m long and 15-30 m 
wide and is approximately oriented N-S (Figure 2-4; Figure 2-5). The width variation is 
due to the presence of some structures that were built on the backshore. Moreover, the 
beach is bounded on both sides by groins that prevent coarse sediments from leaving the 
system (Bertoni and Sarti, 2011) and a seawall, made of large boulders, separates the 
backshore from the littoral promenade (Figure 2-4). Barbarossa is an artificially 
replenished beach built in 2008 within a large protection scheme conceived by local 
authorities to prevent the town littoral zone from erosion and boost the local business. The 
native sandy beach profile was covered by marble pebbles and cobbles 60–100 mm in 
diameter derived from quarry waste (Figure 2-5). The replenishment pebbles mainly 
occupy the backshore and the step area, rather the swash zone is normally comprised of 
finer sediment (medium to coarse pebbles). The step base is still made of pebbles but here 
occurs the sediment transition to the typical and native grain size which is medium to fine 
sand (Bertoni et al., 2012a). The beachface has a steep slope of 0.17, whereas the sandy 
seabed seaward of the step is flat sloping 0.01, which is a typical value for this part of the 
Ligurian Sea and the rest of the region (Cipriani et al., 2001, Bertoni et al., 2012a). 
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Figure 2-4. Marina di Pisa study area. 
 
Figure 2-5. Overall look of Barbarossa beach during the experiment. View towards N (A) and 
towards S (B). 
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Barbarossa beach can be classified as reflective in accordance with the classification by 
Wright and Short (1984) and it can be defined as a composite gravel beach according to the 
classification of Jennings and Shulmeister (2002). The littoral drift along this sector of the 
coast is southward-trending (Cipriani et al. 2001; Pranzini, 2004; Bertoni and Sarti 2011) 
but this does not affect the sediment dynamics in the Barbarossa sector because of its 
longshore boundaries. The tide regime is semidiurnal and the maximum tidal range 
measured at spring tide at Livorno station is 0.38 m (Nordstrom et al., 2008). The waves 
most frequently approach the coastline from the southwest (Cipriani et al., 2001), and the 
major storms are commonly driven by south-westerly winds (Libeccio wind) as also 
measured between 1989 and 2007 by the wave buoy deployed by ISPRA (ISPRA - 
Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale”, Bencivenga et al., 2012) off La 
Spezia (Figure 2-4,Figure 2-6). 
 
Figure 2-6. Multiyear wave climate for Marina di Pisa (recording period from 1989 to 2007). Wave 
data recorded by ISPRA buoy of La Spezia (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica 
Nazionale”). 
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3.  Materials and methods 
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3.1 - Radio tracers: RFID technology 
The pebble displacement was investigated by means of RFID technology. RFID 
technology is one of the most widely used automatic identification techniques and the term 
RFID stands for Radio Frequency IDentification. Basically, an RFID system consists of 
two components: the transponder (or tag), which is the effective identification device 
positioned on the item to be identified (Figure 3-1), and the reader (or radio signal 
antenna), which generates the interrogating electromagnetic field that performs the location 
and identification operations (Benelli et al., 2012, Figure 3-3). Each tag has an 
alphanumeric code that is required to unequivocally identify the item (the pebble in our 
case) to which is coupled. The antenna is connected to a laptop (Figure 3-2), where the tag 
code is shown once a tracer is detected; in addition, an acoustic signal is emitted by the 
RFID reader coupled with a light signal as additional warning signs of pebble detection. In 
order to track the pebbles underwater low frequency (125 kHz) passive transponders were 
used. Benelli et al. 2011 made also some tests using high frequency (13.56 MHz) 
transponders but the signal attenuation due to the water was too high, with a substantial 
decrease of the reading range. RFID technology was initially designed for subaerial pebble 
tracking (Allan et al. 2006, Figure 3-2) and recently improved to work in the underwater 
environment (Bertoni et al. 2010, Figure 3-2 B) by embedding the reader inside a 
waterproof plastic box (Figure 3-3 A). The electro-magnetic field generated by the antenna 
has a spherical shape with a 40 cm radius, which represents the maximum detection range 
possible (Figure 3-2). In order to prevent shorter displacements wrongly caused by the 
RFID antenna detection range, tracer displacements were considered significant if greater 
than 0.5 m in XY. The tracers were prepared by drilling each pebble to create a hole 
suitable to accommodate the tag (Figure 3-1 C); the hole was sealed with a waterproof 
resin. The tagged pebbles were randomly collected from the beach surface (backshore and 
beachface), the only limitation being the size, which needed to be coarse enough to be 
drilled. In our three experiments we used cylinder glass tags of different sizes (Figure 3-1 
A, B). 
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Figure 3-1. A) Cylinder tags adopted to track pebbles; B) samples of drilled pebbles; C) drilling 
operations by means of the vertical driller; D) Pebbles sealed and painted: the reds are disc shaped, 
the blue are sphere shaped. These two categories were used in the second experiment in Portonovo. 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Research technique of tracers on A) the emerged beach and B) the submerged beach. 
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Figure 3-3. A) Reader and batteries: two plexiglass sheets render the reader waterproof ; B) Reader 
set up on a plastic sledge to easily drag it on the emerged beach ; C) dragging operations on a steep 
beachface; D) Trailing the reader on the beach surface by means of sledge. 
 
3.2 - Experiment set up 
Three radio tracer experiments were carried out to investigate the short term displacement 
of pebbles in the two beaches. Two experiments were realized in Portonovo beach and one 
in the Barbarossa sector of Marina di Pisa. All the experiments followed the same injection 
scheme which involved the deployment of tracers along cross-shore transects in the swash 
zone. The marked pebbles were released on three critical profile locations: on the fair-
weather berm, in the swash zone mid-point, and on the step crest; following the 
morphological terminology of Bauer and Allen (1995). The pebbles were not just dropped 
on the beach surface at the three injection points, but were carefully positioned in a stable 
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position amid the ambient sediment, in order to facilitate a movement as natural as 
possible. The recovery campaigns were performed 6 and 24 h after the injection, covering 
both the subaerial and underwater portions of the beaches. Tracer dispersion was studied 
adopting the spatial integration method (SIM), method already tested on beaches by many 
authors (Komar and Inman, 1970; Bray et al., 1996; VanWellen et al., 1999a; Lee et al., 
2000; Ciavola, 2004). The pebble displacements were measured by means of an RTK-
DGPS (Trimble R6, instrument accuracy approximately ±2 cm). In Portonovo a 
continuative research of marked pebbles was constantly carried out over one year time 
span to monitor the long term displacement of tracers. 
 
3.2.1 - Portonovo experiments 
Two tracer experiments involved the same beach sector at Portonovo beach (Figure 2-1). 
The marked pebbles were deployed in the swash zone along 29 cross-shore transects 
(Figure 3-7 A) and recovered 6 and 24 hours after the injection. During both experiments, 
the wave characteristics were recorded by means of an InterOcean S4 directional wave 
gauge (Figure 3-4; Figure 2-2). The device was deployed on the bed seaward of the 
beachface (-1.5 m below the Mean Sea Level) to keep it underwater for the entire 
acquisition time (Figure 3-4; Figure 3-7 A; Figure 2-2 A). Two time series of 20 min per 
hour were provided, measuring the water level and wave parameters at a frequency of 2 
Hz. The device was operative through the entire experiment duration. 
 The first tracer experiment was carried out in the early spring of 2012. The pebbles were 
sampled on March 17
th
, two weeks before the experiment: no significant topographic 
modifications occurred on the beach (Figure 3-5). At 10:00 am on March 29
th
, 145 marked 
pebbles were injected in the swash zone according to the following order for each transect: 
one tracer was deployed on the fair weather berm crest; two tracers at the swash zone mid-
point; and two tracers on the step crest (Figure 3-7 A, B). Five marked pebbles were 
injected along each profile without taking their size or shape into account (Figure 3-7 B). 
Because no sediment tracer tests had ever been performed up to that date at the Portonovo 
beach, two marked pebbles were injected in the swash zone and on the step crest along the 
transects, in order to check the consistency of the resulting displacement trends. 
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Figure 3-4. InterOcean S4 directional wave gauge. 
At the time of the injection, the tracers released on the fair-weather berm (75 mm) and in 
the swash zone (73 mm) were characterized by average mean diameters that were not 
equivalent to those of the beach sediments (6 and 9 mm, respectively, Table 3-1). Beach 
sediment (65 mm) and tracer (79 mm) grain sizes were similar in the step area (Table 3-1). 
Information on the beach sediments was obtained from surface sampling carried out the 
day before the experiment. 
The second tracer experiment was realised in mid-spring of 2013. The pebbles were 
sampled on March 22
nd
, one month before the experiment: no significant topographic 
modifications occurred on the beach (Figure 3-5). At 10:00 am on April 23
rd
, 116 tagged 
pebbles were deployed on every profile following the scheme: one pebble on the fair 
weather berm crest; two tracers at the swash zone mid-point; and one pebble on the step 
crest (Figure 3-7 B). No tracer subdivision in terms of shape was conducted at the 
injection; they were only sorted by the grain size. The mean diameter considered for tracer 
size subdivision was the b-axis, obtained from sieving at 0.5 phi. Three classes of size were 
considered: the "Small" class, characterised by a mean diameter with values between -4.5 
and -5 phi (coarse pebbles according to the Udden-Wentworth grain size scale, 24 to 32 
mm); the "Medium" class, characterised by a mean diameter with values between -5 and -
5.5 phi (very coarse pebble according to the Udden-Wentworth grain size scale, 32 to 48 
mm); and the "Big" size, characterised by a mean diameter with values between -5.5 and -
6.5 phi (very coarse pebble and small cobbles according to the Udden-Wentworth grain 
size scale, 48 to 96 mm). One "Small" pebble was injected on the fair weather berm crest, 
one "Small" tracer and one "Medium" tracer were released on the swash zone mid-point, 
and one "Big" marked pebble was placed on the step crest (Figure 3-7 C). Four marked 
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pebbles were deployed on each profile (Figure 3-7 C). This type of injection scheme was 
conceived to understand whether a selective transport, based on the different size of the 
tracers, operates under low energy conditions. Due to the frequent variation of the 
sediment grain size in the swash zone, two different pebble sizes were released at its mid-
point (“Small” and “Medium” classes) to better represent the most typical grain sizes. The 
tracers deployed on the step were compatible with the sediment normally present on that 
portion of the beach; pebbles slightly coarser than those characterising the natural sediment 
berm were injected on the fair-weather berm (Table 3-1). Because of the logistic 
limitations of the drilling operation, a mean diameter between -4.5 and -5 phi was the 
smallest size that could be drilled. Information on the beach sediments was obtained from 
surface sampling carried out the day before the experiment. A tracer distribution based on 
shape and size is shown in Figure 3-6 for both experiments.  
 
 
Figure 3-5. Beach profile comparison between the tracer sampling and the tracer injection for both 
the experiments. 
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Morphological 
feature 
Marked pebbles (size mm) Beach sediments (size mm) 
1
st
 experiment 2
nd
 experiment 1
st
 experiment 2
nd
 experiment 
Berm 75 30 6 13 
Swash 73 37 9 18 
Step 79 71 65 - 
Table 3-1. Mean diameter comparison between the natural beach sediment and the marked pebbles. 
The average values showed are in mm for each morphological feature. No step crest samples were 
collected during the second experiment. 
 
 
Figure 3-6. Distribution of tracer used in the experiments according to their shape and size. 
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Figure 3-7. Experiment setup at Portonovo beach. A) S4 device and injection positions of tracers 
over an elevation surface for both experiments. Tracer injection scheme of the first (B) and second 
experiment (C). 
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During the second experiment a evaluation of the mixing depth was carried out. Three 
piles of 15 painted pebbles were inserted at the back side of the fair-weather berm in order 
to appreciate the layer of sediments interested by wave reworking after one day (Figure 3-8 
A). Piles were located at three different sites along the beach: southern edge, mid sector 
and northern edge (Figure 3-8 B). Disc shaped pebbles were chosen in order to build a 
more stable pile; they were painted in blue and enumerated from 1 to 15 for each pile (the 
15
th
 pebble at the pile bottom, the 1
st
 at the top, Figure 3-8 C). The resulting height was 
reckoned adding the c axis of each pebble which was previously measured with a caliper. 
 
 
Figure 3-8. Scheme of the mixing depth evaluation conceived during the second experiment (A). 
Pebble pile locations in three significant beach points (B). Painted pebbles of disc shape used for 
the mixing depth evaluation (C). 
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3.2.2 - Marina di Pisa experiment 
The marked pebbles were placed on the Barbarossa beach on 15 September 2011 along 26 
cross-shore transects approximately spaced 7 m. One tracer was deployed on the fair-
weather berm, one on the swash zone mid-point and one on the step crest (Figure 3-9 B), 
for a total of 78 pebbles. The number of tracer used is less then that released in Portonovo 
because Barbarossa beach is shorter and a few radio tracer experiments were previously 
performed (Bertoni et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2013). The wave climate at Marina di Pisa was 
recorded twice per hour by a wave buoy of the Tuscany Hydrorgraphic Office located 40 
km offshore (43°34.2′N, 09°57.4′E), comprising significant height, period, and direction. 
The water level was measured by the ISPRA (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete 
Mareografica Nazionale”) tide gauge located at Livorno, 12 km south of Marina di Pisa 
(Figure 2-4). The dimensions of marked pebbles injected in the swash zone mid-point were 
quite different from those of the beach sediments present at the time of the injection (Table 
3-2). By contrast, the tracers released on the fair-weather berm (82 mm) and on the step 
(86 mm) were homogeneous with the beach sediments at those locations (75 and 80 mm, 
respectively, Table 3-2). The beach sediment values are derived from samplings realised 
two years before in Bertoni’s experiments. 
 
 Marked pebbles Beach sediments 
Fair-weather berm 82 75 
Swash 86 35 
Step 86 80 
Table 3-2. Mean diameter comparison between the natural beach sediment and the marked pebbles. 
The averaged values are in mm for each morphological feature. 
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Figure 3-9. Experiment set up at Marina di Pisa. A) Injection positions of tracers over an elevation 
surface for the experiment at Marina di Pisa, Barbarossa sector.; B) reference profile at Barbarossa 
beach at the time of the injection. 
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3.3 - Surface samplings and grain size analyses 
Six surface sediment samplings were performed at Portonovo (Figure 3-10 B) beach at 3 to 
4 cross-shore locations along 14 transects (Figure 3-10 A, C). Locations were selected on 
the basis of morphological features observed on the first sampling (Figure 3-10 A, C): the 
fair-weather berm crest, the back of the fair-weather berm, the storm berm crest and the 
backshore (Figure 3-10 C). The sample number varied from 3 to 4 on each profile 
depending on the presence of the storm berm. From March 2012 and April 2013, 306 
samples were collected in six times (March 2012, April 2012; May 2012; October 2012; 
December 2012; April 2013), 51 samples were gathered at each sampling campaign 
performing the same sampling grid. The methodology allowed to monitor the surface 
sediment variability of the beach within one year span time. 
Grain size analyses were performed by dry sieving using sieves of 1phi interval. The 
sediments were dried in an electric oven at 105 C° and the mechanical sieve shaker (Figure 
3-11 A) was set to 15 minutes shaking for each sample. Every sieve was empted (Figure 
3-10 C) and then weighed by means of a precision scale (Figure 3-10 B). Grain size 
parameters (mean diameter, sorting, skewness, kurtosis) were calculated following the 
formulae proposed by the graphical method by Folk and Ward (1957) and obtained by 
means of software Gradistat (Blott and Pye, 2001). Beach sediments were classified 
according to the Udden-Wentworth granulometric scale (Udden, 1914; Wentworth, 1922a; 
later modified adding the phi scale by Krumbein, 1934). 
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Figure 3-10. A) Sample locations of 14 cross-shore transects on topographic surface; B) Sampling 
area; C) Surface sampling scheme held in Portonovo and based on the morphologies found on the 
first sampling campaign. 
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Figure 3-11. A) Mechanical sieve shaker; B) precision scale; C) example of granule content from a 
sieve. 
 
3.4 - Topographic surveys 
The beach morphology was monitored measuring cross-shore transects by means of an 
RTK-DGPS (Trimble R6, instrument accuracy is approximately ±2 cm). The monitoring of 
beach topography was constantly (monthly to seasonally) realised only on Portonovo 
beach where the profile spacing is approximately 10 m for a total number of 50 profiles. 
After an initial monitoring that covered just the experiment and sampling area which 
consists of 29 profiles (Figure 3-12; Figure 3-10 A, B; Figure 2-1), from May 2012 the 
beach surveys covered the entire beach length (approximately 500m, Figure 2-1). Thirteen 
topographic surveys were measured from March 2012 to February 2014 (March 2012, 
April 2012, May 2012, October 2012a, October 2012b, November 2012, December 2012, 
January 2013, February 2013, March 2013, April 2013, May 2013, February 2013) 
covering a whole period of almost two years (see also Appendix A). Five profiles will be 
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selected and discussed in Chapter 6 to appreciate variation of beach topography during the 
study period (Figure 3-12). 
 
Figure 3-12. Profile locations on Portonovo beach. Topographic network repeated during each 
survey from May 2012 to February 2014. In bold are indicated the reference profiles shown and 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
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3.5 - Volume variation estimation 
Volumetric changes observed during the topographic surveys were calculated by means of 
the ArcGIS tool 3D Analyst. In order to exclude bad interpolated areas, a polygon mask 
was created for each survey based on the measured points. Then it was chosen to compute 
the volume from above -1.4 m, which represented the lowest elevation reached during 
topographic surveys and at least reached during every survey. The tool finally calculated 
the volume comprised between -1.4 m and the beach surface for each survey. 
 
3.6 - Shoreline variation estimation 
Shoreline changes occurred during the topographic monitoring were computed by means 
of the ArcGIS extension DSAS 4.2 (Digital Shoreline Analysis System) created by Thieler 
et al. (2009). Shoreline design from GPS survey was possible using query expressions in 
ArcGIS in order to select measured elevation values within ±0.2 m. Elevation measured by 
GPS is referred to the mean sea level position. Thirteen shorelines were digitized based on 
topographic surveys realised throughout the two years of measurements. Three different 
statistical methods were used to calculate shoreline changes by mean of DSAS 4.2: 
Shoreline Change Envelope (SCE), End Point Rate (EPR) and Net Shoreline Movement 
(NSM). The Shoreline Change Envelope (SCE) returns the distance between the farthest 
and the closest shoreline. The End Point Rate (EPR) returns a rate of erosion or accretion 
between the oldest and the most recent shoreline. The Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) 
reports the distance between the youngest and the oldest shoreline. NSM was computed 
both for the whole period of two years and for the time passed from each survey to another. 
SCE and EPR were only calculated for the entire monitoring time of two years, from 
spring 2012 to spring 2014. DSAS tool requires a number of cross-sections to be set on the 
GUI; to be consistent with the topographic network measured with the GPS a total of 50 
transects were specified before the computation. 
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3.7 - Storm events identification 
The results reported in the next chapters which deal with long term variations of sediment 
transport, beach topography, shoreline rotation or surface patterns variability of sediment 
observed in Portonovo (Chapters 5, 6, 7) will be discussed considering their relationship 
with the wave conditions experienced through the whole period of study (see also 
Appendix B). The offshore wave data were kindly provided by the ISPRA (ISPRA - 
Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale”, Bencivenga et. al., 2012) and refer 
to the buoy located 28 km offshore Ancona. Storm events were identified following the 
method described by Armaroli et al. (2012). The method considers a significant wave 
height greater than 1.5 m which lasted for at least 6 consecutive hours. According to 
Armaroli et al. (2012) two storms are considered separate if the significant wave height 
decays below that threshold for 3 or more consecutive hours. For each storm was also 
calculated the severity class following the scale of Mendoza et al. (2011) which is based on 
the storm energy definition of Dolan and Davis (1992). The authors define the storm 
energy as the square of the significant wave height observed during the storm event: 
     
                                                                                                                                          
  
  
 
 
3.8 - Analysis of tracer characteristics 
3.8.1 - Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed by means of T-tests and box plots on both the pebble 
shape and size of tracers which were used in the Portonovo experiments. Box plots were 
used to describe the distributions of the pebble displacements according to shape and size 
separately and also to their combinational effect. The recovery distributions after 6 and 24 
hours were compared for each experiment. The size classes were divided according to the 
scheme used for the second experiment injection (Paragraph 3.2.1, Figure 3-7 C). The 
shape categories were established according to the Zingg diagram (Zingg, 1935, Figure 
3-13). Each shape type was represented in the population used for the first experiment. 
Rods and blades were subordinate to discs and spheres in terms of appearance. Due to their 
small quantity, the rods and blades were incorporated with the discs to compare elongated 
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shapes with spheres. In the second experiment, all the tracers belonged to the sphere and 
disc shapes. Whether a differential displacement was statistically significant between the 
different shape and size classes of marked sediments (0.05 significance level) T-tests were 
performed. Because no size discrimination was adopted on the marked pebbles of the first 
experiment (they all belong to the "Big" class, which ranges from -5.5 phi to -6.5 phi, 
Paragraph 3.2.1, Figure 3-7 B), only the second experiment size data have been used for 
the T-tests. T-tests were not used to analyse the combinational effect of shape and size 
given the scarce quantity of data that would have resulted from an additional partition that 
takes into account both characteristics. 
 
 
Figure 3-13. Shape categories of pebbles according to Zingg (1935). Shape classes are based on 
different ratios of axis lengths. 
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3.9.2 - Threshold of tracer motion 
Estimations of the threshold wave orbital velocity for motion of pebble were computed and 
compared with the tracer displacements that were actually measured during both 
experiments. S4 data have been used to determine the threshold orbital velocity which was 
obtained using the graphical method of Soulsby (1997), shown in Figure 3-14. 
 
Figure 3-14. Threshold orbital velocity for motion of sediment by waves (from Soulsby, 1997). 
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4. Pebble transport: 
displacements on the short 
and long term 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is part of the published paper: Bertoni, D., Grottoli, E., Ciavola, P., Sarti, G., Benelli, 
G., Pozzebon, A., 2013. On the displacement of marked pebbles on two coarse-clastic beaches 
during short fair-weather periods (Marina di Pisa and Portonovo, Italy). GeoMarine Letters, 33, 
463-476. 
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4.1 - Portonovo beach 
4.1.1 - Short term tracer recovery 
In the first experiment (spring 2012) at Portonovo beach there was virtually no wave action 
during the two test days. The average wave height was barely 0.1 m (max value 0.15 m), 
and an averaged peak wave period of 4.3 s within the experiment duration. Plunging 
breakers were observed during the experiment. The wave direction was strongly variable: 
no dominant direction was recognisable even though the most frequent direction was NE 
(Figure 4-1). Tracer recovery after 6 hours was 99%, which slightly decreased to 93% after 
24 hours (Figure 4-1). Only a few tracers moved more than 0.5 m (17% of the whole, 
Figure 4-1) after the first recovery, with a maximum displacement of 2.6 m. Only 1% of 
the detected pebbles shifted over a different morphological feature. After 24 hours, 39% of 
the recovered tracers moved more than 0.5 m and the maximum measured displacement 
was 20 m. The amount of tracers which moved to a different morphological feature 
increased at 17% after 24 hours. Basically, most of the tracers were dragged down the 
beach face, moving from the fair weather berm to the swash or the step zone (Figure 4-2 b; 
Figure 4-3; Figure 5-4 B). The swash zone at Portonovo beach represented the area 
characterized by the highest transport rate: 36% of the tracers released on the swash zone 
moved over 0.5 m just 6 h after the injection (Table 4-1). The highest rate among the three 
injection locations at Portonovo beach after 24 h was observed on the fair-weather berm 
where 76% of the pebbles showed displacement distances of over 0.5 m (Table 4-1). The 
step crest was the area least affected by transport processes: no pebbles were lost during 
the entire experiment and only 10% moved over 0.5 m (Table 4-1). In all cases, the 
preferential direction of movement was cross-shore and offshore (Figure 4-3): 14 marked 
pebbles moved toward the beach step already 6 h after the injection, as opposed to six 
showing an onshore pattern. After 24 h the difference was sharper, as only two tracers 
were transported onshore and 33 offshore. Longshore displacement was very low during 
the first 6 h (four pebbles), but increased to 21 tracers after 24 h. After the first recovery 
campaign (6 h), the pebbles initially released on the swash zone shifted preferentially 
downslope (Figure 4-3; Figure 4-2 b). After 24 h the tracer transport rate also increased at 
the other injection sites, i.e., the step and the fair-weather berm (Figure 4-3; Figure 4-2 c). 
The step crest turned out to be the area least affected by wave action: every tracer injected 
at the step was detected even after 24 h. The longshore component was barely active at 
Portonovo during the first hours of the experiment, as no tracers moved alongshore for 
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more than 3 m and just one for 2 m. The number of pebbles that shifted alongshore 
increased during the next hours: 11 tracers showed a southward-trending displacement of 
more than 3 m, and nine over 5 m (Figure 4-3). However, the cross-shore transport 
component was prevalent to the longshore component, given that the majority of pebbles 
injected on the fair-weather berm crest felt down the swash zone (Figure 4-3; Figure 4-2; 
Figure 5-4 B). No differences in transport trend were noted at the sites where two marked 
pebbles were injected simultaneously, both tracers undergoing similar displacement. 
In the second experiment (spring 2013) at Portonovo beach the energy conditions were 
higher compared to those of the first one. An average wave height of 0.25 m (max value 
0.38 m) with an averaged peak wave period of 6 s was measured throughout the 
experiment. The significant wave height hovered at approximately 0.3 and 0.4 m during 
the first ten hours. The wave direction was basically stable within the ENE sector with a 
strong predominance from E, which lasted 18 hours (Figure 4-1). Pebble recovery was 
34% after 6 hours and increased to 47% after 24 hours (Table 4-1). These lower 
percentages, compared to the first experiment, are connected to longer paths travelled by 
the tracers: the maximum displacements measured after 6 and 24 hours were, respectively, 
52 and 54 m. After the first recovery, 90% of the detected pebbles exceeded the 
displacement threshold of 0.5 m (31% of the injected pebbles, Table 4-1), which reached 
89% after 24 hours (44% of the injected pebbles, Table 4-1). The percentage of shifting to 
a different morphological feature was 38% after 6 hours and 49% after 24 hours. The 
tracers did not show any peculiar trend in terms of direction after 6 hours (Figure 5-4 C). A 
prevalent movement direction stands out after 24 hours: pebbles released at the swash 
zone’s mid-point essentially split towards the up-slope and down-slope locations (Figure 
5-4 D). All the pebbles moved from south to north, with shorter displacements in the 
southern part of the beach and greater displacements in the northern sector (Figure 5-4 C, 
D).  
In both Portonovo experiments, even though a main trend was recognisable after one day, 
not every part of the beach showed the same displacement patterns among the pebbles. The 
southern part of the beach, where the swash zone is steep and narrow, seems to be 
distinguished by shorter pebble displacements compared to the northern section. The latter 
is more exposed to wave action and looks like a "transfer zone", where a wider and milder 
sloping swash zone creates a more comfortable space for pebble transportation. 
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 Portonovo (1
st
 experiment) Portonovo (2
nd
 experiment) 
Recovery rate Tracers moved 
(> 0.5 m) 
Recovery rate Tracers moved 
(> 0.5 m) 
Injection position 6h 24h 6h 24h 6h 24h 6h 24h 
Fair-weather berm 97% 83% 14% 76% 41% 41% 38% 38% 
Swash zone 100% 91% 36% 50% 28% 48% 28% 48% 
Step 100% 100% 0% 10% 41% 59% 31% 41% 
Total 99% 93% 17% 39% 34% 47% 31% 44% 
Table 4-1. Recovery percentages of tracers after the first (6 h) and the second (24 h) survey for 
both experiments at Portonovo beach. Percentages are expressed according to the injection position 
of tracers. Only displacements greater than 0.5 m were retained significant given the RFID antenna 
accuracy of about 40 cm. The last row shows the total recovery percentages without considering 
the injection position of tracers. 
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Figure 4-1. Wave climate during both the Portonovo experiments recorded by the S4 directional 
wave gauge. 
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Figure 4-2. Tracer displacement within the time frame of the 1st experiment at Portonovo beach: a) 
injection position of each marked pebble; b) position of each detected pebble 6 h after the injection; 
c) position of each detected pebble 24 h after the injection. 
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Figure 4-3. Diagrams showing cross-shore versus longshore transport for the experiment at 
Portonovo. 
The mixing depth evaluation carried out during the second experiment gave the following 
results. After one day two of the three blue pebble piles were completely dismantled. As 
showed in Table 4-2, only the “a” pile was not entirely wiped out because the 15th pebble, 
initially placed at the pile bottom, was recovered in situ even after 24 hours. Therefore, a 
mixing depth of at least 30 cm was observed for the central and the northern sectors of the 
beach, whereas a slightly lower layer of sediments was reworked at the southern edge of 
the beach (about 25 cm, Table 4-2). 
 
 
Pile height (cm) 
Mixing depth (cm) 
Injection 24 hours 
Pile a 26.15 1.5 24.65 
Pile b 28.95 0 28.95 (at least) 
Pile c 28.35 0 28.35 (at least) 
 
Table 4-2. Mixing depth results for the three beach locations. 
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4.1.2 - Long term tracer recovery 
Since the 1
st
 experiment injection (spring 2012), tracer research was repeated a few times 
all over the Portonovo beach. Recovery campaigns were performed on May 2012, October 
2012 and April 2013 in order to monitor the tracer transport even after storm events 
occurred throughout one year time span. As expected, the number of tracer recovered 
decreased over time (Figure 4-4). During each recovery campaign tracers were searched all 
over the emerged and submerged beach, up to -5 m below mean sea level. No tracers were 
never found beyond the two physical longshore limits that delimit the beach or offshore 
(except for one pebble that was found during the October 2012 recovery campaign at -2.2 
m below sea level), hence decrease over time of tracer recovery was possible due to burial 
by other sediments moved by energetic storms. Because the RFID reader detection range 
does not exceed 40 cm is quite easy to think that stormy waves can pile up sediment with 
thickness higher than 40 cm (Figure 7-6).  
 
Figure 4-4. Recovery rates of tracers after one year at Portonovo beach. 
The most relevant result from long term research of tracers emerged during the campaign 
of May 2012, two months after the injection, 61 marked pebbles were found (42 % of the 
injected tracers, Figure 4-4). The average displacement length was 189 m, whereas the 
largest was 445 m (Table 4-3), value which basically corresponds to the entire beach 
length. The majority of the tracers ended up on the backshore and the foreshore of the 
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northern sector of the beach, shifted toward NW direction relative to the injection locations 
(Figure 4-5). Only six pebbles moved toward SE (Figure 4-5 B) even though some of them 
with significant displacement length (Table 4-3). At each recovery campaign, 
independently from the rate of recovery, the marked pebbles were mainly found at beach 
edges and they were basically never recovered, except for a few, in the central sector of the 
beach. The latter is the narrowest area of Portonovo beach (Figure 2-1) since the backshore 
is delimited by a longshore seawall and acts like a transfer zone for longshore sediment 
transport toward the beach limits. It is interesting that basically no variations were noted 
between 7 and 13 months in terms of recovery rate of the tracers, i.e. 13 and 12 % 
respectively (Figure 4-4), and that almost all marked pebbles were different among the two 
recovery campaigns (only 2 pebbles were found both times). According to the 
morphological feature which the marked pebbles were injected on, tracers that came from 
the step resulted the most recovered two months after the injection, then follow the tracers 
from the swash zone and those from the fair-weather berm respectively. After one year the 
situation appeared reversed: the highest recovery rate referred to the tracers injected on the 
fair-weather berm while the lowest to the step tracers (Table 4-4). These findings suggest 
that a continuous process of accumulation and erosion of relevant sediment thickness take 
place according to the last storm direction and energy occurred. 
 
Towards NW 
Displacement length (m) 
Towards SE 
Displacement length (m) 
Injection position Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave. Max. 
Fair-weather berm 52 190 306 40 73 105 
Swash zone 15 211 445 - - - 
Step 36 184 440 26 137 264 
Total 15 197 445 26 116 264 
 
Table 4-3. Displacement length covered by tracers two months after the injection according to the 
two longshore directions. Values are shown according to the morphological feature where tracers 
were injected. 
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Injection position 2 months  7 months 13 months 
Fair-weather berm 31% 14% 24% 
Swash zone 41% 10% 12% 
Step 47% 16% 7% 
Table 4-4. Recovery rates of tracers throughout one year time span based on the injection position 
of pebbles. 
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Figure 4-5. Tracer displacement two months after the injection: A) Comparison between the 
injection and the recovery locations; B) Displacement magnitude toward the two longshore 
directions (i.e. NW and SE). 
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4.2 - Marina di Pisa beach 
4.2.1 - Short term tracer recovery 
Wave motion at Marina di Pisa was very low during the entire duration of the experiment. 
The significant wave height never exceeded 0.32 m, with an average height of 0.22 m and 
an n averaged wave peak period of 5.5 s. Waves broke as plunging breakers directly on the 
beachface. During the experiment waves approached from SW most of the time (Figure 
4-6). After the first recovery campaign (6 h), 92% of the injected pebbles were detected; 
after the second survey (24 h), the recovery rate decreased to 85% (Table 4-5). If one 
compares the recovery positions with the release ones (Table 4-5), it is evident that the 
swash zone is the part of the beach where pebbles showed greatest mobility (keeping in 
mind that 19% and 27% of the tracers went undetected after 6 and 24 h, respectively). This 
observation is further confirmed by the percentage of pebbles that moved more than 0.5 m, 
which is well over 60% already 6 h after the injection (Table 4-5). On the other hand, no 
tracers released on the step moved over 0.5 m 6 h after the injection; this value increased to 
35% after 24 h, while the percentages for the other two injection locations increased 
considerably less (8% to 19% for the fair-weather berm, and 65% to 69% for the step crest, 
Table 4-5). Among the tracers that moved over 0.5 m, only three showed onshore transport 
after 6 h, whereas 13 marked pebbles were displaced toward the step. After 24 h, the 
number of pebbles subjected to onshore movement did not change (three); those that 
moved offshore increased to 15. Longshore transport reached similar values to the onshore 
movement: three and five tracers after 6 and 24 h, respectively. After the first recovery 
campaign (6 h), the pebbles initially released on the swash zone shifted preferentially 
downslope (Figure 4-8; Figure 4-7 a, b). After 24 h the tracer transport rate also increased 
at the other injection sites, i.e., the step and the fair-weather berm (Figure 4-8; Figure 4-7 
c). The step crest turned out to be the area least affected by wave action also in Marina di 
Pisa. The cross-shore transport component clearly dominated over the longshore 
component (Figure 4-8): only three pebbles moved over 3 m in a longshore direction after 
24 h, and just one after 6 h. No unexpected transport tendency was observed at Marina di 
Pisa, even though the results show that transport processes were more active here than at 
Portonovo beach (93% and 85% of pebble recovery after 6 and 24 h, respectively, as 
opposed to 99% and 93%). 
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 Marina di Pisa 
Recovery rate Tracers moved 
Injection position 6h 24h 6h 24h 
Fair-weather berm 100% 85% 8% 19% 
Swash zone 81% 73% 65% 69% 
Step 96% 96% 0% 35% 
Total 92% 85% 24% 41% 
 
Table 4-5. Recovery percentages of tracers after the first (6 h) and the second (24 h) survey for the 
experiment at Marina di Pisa. Percentages are expressed according to the injection position of 
tracers. Only displacements greater than 0.5 m were retained significant given the RFID antenna 
accuracy of about 40 cm. The last row shows the total recovery percentages without considering 
the injection position of tracers. 
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Figure 4-6. Wave climate during the Marina di Pisa experiment (wave data were provided by the 
Tuscany Hydrographic Office; water level data were recorded by the ISPRA tide gauge located at 
Livorno). 
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Figure 4-7. Tracer displacement within the time frame of the experiment at Marina di Pisa, 
Barbarossa sector: a) injection position of each marked pebble; b) position of each detected pebble 
6 h after the injection; c) position of each detected pebble 24 h after the injection. 
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Figure 4-8. Diagrams showing cross-shore versus longshore transport for the experiment at Marina 
di Pisa. 
 
4.3 - Discussion 
Despite the low wave energy experienced during the field tests, the tracers underwent 
significant displacement already after 6 h, in particular in the swash zone. The fluctuations 
of the maximum water level within the time frame of the experiments (Figure 4-1; Figure 
4-6; Figure 4-10) were a major factor affecting pebble transport because they defined the 
area where swash processes were most active. This point is related to the contribution of 
wave run-up, which in microtidal environments of the type studied here plays a key role, 
also overriding the influence of the tide. The persistence of uprush and backwash action at 
a certain elevation on the beach was found to be a key factor in controlling beach 
morphodynamics, even under low wave energy conditions (e.g., Sedrati et al., 2009). Since 
swash processes are probably the main force driving the movement of the tracers, direct 
measurements of the run-up velocity would have been a key parameter to explain the 
transport rate reached in just 24 h. However, as this was not undertaken, an estimate was 
made using the formula of Van der Meer and Breteler (1990) for the run-up velocity (   ):                        
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where s is the wave steepness (H/L), g the gravity acceleration, H the wave height, z the 
location on the slope referred to as the still water level, and    the level of maximum run-
up. The limit for the application of this formula is a beach slope of about 0.33. Considering 
that the beach at Marina di Pisa has a slope of 0.13 and at Portonovo of 0.1, the equation 
can be applied within its range of validity.    was calculated using three different 
formulae: 
            
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                          
Where    is the deep water significant wave height, ξ the Iribarren number (Battjes 1974), 
β the beach slope, and    the deep water wave length. The formula of Mase (1989; 
Formula 4.2), although only reliable for friction-less and impermeable beds and hence not 
applicable to the present case, nevertheless provides the exact value of maximum run-up. 
The formulae of Holman (1986; Formula 4.3) and Stockdon et al. (2006; Formula 4.4) do 
not compute the exact level of maximum run-up (  ), but the 2% surplus of the peak run-
up height (   ). However, they have the advantage of being based on field observations, 
albeit not on coarse beaches. Before carrying out any further work (e.g., the calculation of 
bed shear stress on the particles) a comparison was made with the comprehensive field 
dataset collected by Austin et al. (2011) on a macrotidal gravel beach. Those authors 
measured run-up velocities between 1 and 2 m/s, while the estimates for the present 
experiments were one order of magnitude higher and therefore not credible. Thus, no 
further work on the mechanics of pebble displacement could unfortunately be carried out, 
but this remains a topic to be investigated in future experiments. The tracers shifted 
preferentially offshore because they were quickly entrained by swash and backwash fluxes 
(swash grazing). Swash grazing was responsible for their seaward displacement as an 
additional factor to gravity processes. The slope of the beachface contributed to the 
downslope movement of the marked pebbles, which was triggered by the swash and then 
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amplified by gravity and backwash. The tracers basically needed just a small energy 
impulse to be destabilized before moving preferentially in the offshore (downslope) 
direction. The run-up levels reached during the experiments are consistent with the 
movement of the marked pebbles because every tracer was swept and then mobilized by 
the swash (Figure 4-9 a, b). For instance, using the Holman (1986) and Stockdon et al. 
(2006) formulae (Figure 4-9 b) at Portonovo, the run-up levels computed using the 
offshore data (Ancona wave buoy) increased with time and reached a maximum during the 
night. While during the first hours of the experiment the run-up level was below or barely 
over the maximum elevation reached by the tracers along the beach profile, it experienced 
a definite increase during the night, which is also coincident with the rise in water level. 
Run-up level computations using the two formulae follow similar patterns even if the 
Holman formula provides higher values than the one of Stockdon and colleagues (Figure 
4-9 a, b). On the other hand, if run-up levels are computed using as input data those 
provided by the S4 directional wave gauge, there is closer agreement within the Portonovo 
dataset (Figure 4-9 b). Recent observations on reflective beaches in southern Portugal 
confirmed that run-up levels need to be computed using offshore wave data rather than 
nearshore wave data (Vousdoukas et al. 2009). However, when energy conditions are very 
low as in the case of Portonovo, offshore waves may not coincide with local wave 
conditions at the beach step and this may explain why the estimations of the formulae 
coincide better using the S4 dataset. To be truly correct, the local waves should be back-
shoaled offshore using, for example, linear wave theory as suggested by Stockdon et al. 
(2006) themselves. However, given the wave conditions, even backtracking into deep 
water condition would not change the picture very much because for coarse-grained 
beaches there are a number of factors that complicate the applicability of run-up formulae. 
First, bed friction is higher than on finer grained sand slopes. Second, because the beach is 
highly permeable, energy is lost through percolation. This may explain why data analysis 
using Formula 4.2 provided entirely unrealistic results. Moreover, the choice of the beach 
slope for use in the formulae very much controls the results because it either appears 
directly in the equations or in the Iribarren number. Stockdon et al. (2006) suggest that this 
should be the foreshore slope and not just the beachface slope. In the present case the 
former was used, including the beach step and the seabed slope at the base. A comparison 
between Formula 4.4 and the generalized expression contained in the paper of Stockdon et 
al. (2006) showed that the simplified version was in better agreement with the observations 
of tracer elevation displacement. According to those authors, this is sufficient for reflective 
conditions, keeping in mind that in their datasets they observed a high root mean square 
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error between predictions and observations. However, their datasets were generally derived 
from beaches with slopes gentler than the foreshores at Marina di Pisa (0.13) and 
Portonovo (0.10), with the exception of the datasets collected at the Duck pier (NC, USA), 
which are in any case from a coarse sandy and a gravelly beach (Stockdon et al. 2006). 
 
Figure 4-9. Plots of the run-up levels computed for Marina di Pisa (a) and Portonovo 1st 
experiment (b) using the formulae of Holman (1986) and Stockdon et al. (2006), compared to the 
maximum tracer elevation (horizontal dashed line). 
The preferential mobilization of swash zone pebbles on both beaches may also be related 
to the difference in grain sizes between beach sediment and tracers at the time of the 
injection. Under low-energy conditions, the winnowing of finer sediments can expose 
underlying pebbles and thereby promote their displacement. This is particularly evident at 
Marina di Pisa where the tagged pebbles of the swash zone were clearly the tracers that 
moved more vigorously than those at any other injection site where the grain-size 
difference between beach sediment and marked pebbles was negligible. Conversely, at 
Portonovo the swash zone was composed of very fine pebbles and gravel, which enabled 
the coarser pebbles to be moved first, as reflected by higher displacement rates with a 
subordinate alongshore transport (Figure 4-3). Nine pebbles showed a south-trending 
alongshore component (Figure 4-3), which is consistent with the dominant wave direction 
recorded by the S4 device (Figure 4-1). None of these tracers was injected on the step, and 
their average mean diameter was significantly smaller compared to that of the rest of the 
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marked pebbles released at the same injection level (62 mm as opposed to 75 mm on the 
fair-weather berm, and 61 mm as opposed to 73 mm in the swash zone). Their finer 
dimensions probably favoured greater displacement. Once the tracers reached the step 
crest, they usually settled there, possibly because onshore wave forces were too weak to 
move them upslope against gravity. As a matter of fact, swash zone pebbles that showed 
displacement over 0.5 m after the second recovery campaign (24 h) were lower in number 
than those that reached the same position after 6 h. After 24 h the transport rates of tracers 
injected on the fair-weather berm increased. This tendency was not caused by higher wave 
energy, but rather by incessant swash action reworking the foreshore. The rise in water 
level recorded during the night enabled swash action to reach higher elevations along the 
beach profile (Figure 4-10 a, b). This trend is particularly evident at Portonovo, where the 
fair-weather berm was first eroded and then reformed by swash action (Figure 4-10 b). The 
pebbles released on the berm showed higher transport rates after 24 h than after 6 h. They 
basically moved toward the step crest during the erosion of the berm. This trend was not so 
evident at Marina di Pisa because the berm was composed by coarser sediment. Here the 
beach profile did not show any modifications during the experiment (Figure 4-10 a), which 
explains why the pebbles that moved the most were those released in the swash zone. The 
average mean diameter of these pebbles (86 mm) was substantially different from that of 
the sediment present at the time of the injection (35 mm). This determined the preferential 
shift of the coarser fraction but did not imply major modifications of the beachface. The 
datasets of the present study represent a further step toward filling the gap in knowledge 
for low-energy relative to high-energy coarse-clastic beaches. In fact, previous studies on 
coarse sediment transport were mostly carried out on high-energy beaches (Deguchi et al. 
1998; Mason and Coates 2001; Buscombe and Masselink 2006; Curoy 2012). In all these 
cases a dominant onshore transport was observed, which is in sharp contrast with the 
prevailing downslope movement of the tracers released at Marina di Pisa and Portonovo. A 
previous study performed at Marina di Pisa (Barbarossa sector) also observed a prevalent 
onshore movement of sediment, but that investigation was performed after several storms 
in the course of 1 year (Bertoni and Sarti, 2011). Other fieldwork carried out on the 
beaches of Marina di Pisa during 2-month-long experiments (Bertoni et al. 2010, 2012a) 
confirmed the predominance of onshore movement as opposed to offshore movement, but 
the dominant overall displacement was alongshore. Onshore displacement of sediment was 
also reported by Ellis and Cappietti (2013) during tests on a laboratory model of the 
Marina di Pisa gravel beaches simulating strong storms. These findings support the notion 
that the downslope movement of pebble-sized sediment occurs preferably during fair-
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weather periods. The present results are in accordance with those of Saini et al. (2012) 
from an estuarine coarse-clastic beach, which was characterized by wave-energy 
conditions similar to those at Marina di Pisa and Portonovo, at least in the short term. 
Downslope displacement of coarse sediment potentially causing erosion in the short term 
was also reported by Austin et al. (2011) from a macrotidal gravel beach in the UK 
(Slapton). Those findings confirm the tendency observed at the Marina di Pisa and 
Portonovo beaches, which are composed of respectively coarser and finer sediment than 
that at Slapton. Although 24 h is not a long enough time span to cause any weight loss of 
the tracers by attrition, the results of the experiments may have repercussions for abrasion 
issues. In an experiment carried out at Marina di Pisa (Barbarossa sector), Bertoni et al. 
(2012b) found that pebbles of the same size as those released in the present study on 
average lost more than 10% of their mass in just 2 months. Considering that (1) only three 
storms occurred in that span of time, and (2) the transport rate reported by the present 
experiment in only 1 day, it is reasonable to expect that frequent movement during fair-
weather periods should also have contributed to the observed wear of the pebbles. 
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Figure 4-10. Evolution of the beach profiles taken as a reference during the experiments on the two 
beaches; tracer positions at the time of the injection and after 6 and 24 h are also illustrated. a) 
Marina di Pisa, Barbarossa sector: only one profile is shown because no change was recorded 
during the experiment. b) Portonovo beach (1st experiment). Injection WL Water level at the time 
of the injection, Max WL maximum water level reached during the experiment. 
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The long term monitoring of tracer displacement allowed to highlight some specific 
insights on pebble transport. The NW-SE orientation of Portonovo beach maintains the 
system exposed to storm driven by “Bora” (NNE) and “Scirocco” (SE) facilitating the 
transportation of sediments from one edge to another of the beach over the entire length of 
500 m. This order of displacement magnitude was observed also by Curoy (2012): after 
seven months a maximum longshore displacement of 469 m was recorded on the mixed 
(MSG) beach of Birling Gap (East Sussex, UK). An averaged value of 500 m was also 
measured by Dickson et al. (2011) over eight month monitoring. In Portonovo a maximum 
displacement of 445 m was measured from SE to NW just after two months. Is not easy to 
identify which storm was responsible of the tracer displacements observed two months 
after the injection. Eight storms from opposite directions occurred from March (injection) 
to May 2012 (Table 4-6; Figure 4-5). The first two storms approached from NE sector and 
likely moved tracers towards the southern beach end. Then two storms driven by SE sector 
probably transported the marked pebbles towards the northern edge and again other few 
storms from NE and NW sectors probably relocated sediments on the southern zone of the 
beach. Unfortunately surveys of the entire beach length started from May 2012 (Appendix 
A) therefore only partial data are available about beach topography of that period 
(topographic data referred only to the southern embayment aka “experiment area”, see 
Figure 2-1). From March to May 2012 the southern embayment of the beach showed 
changes in topography more focused on its central and northern areas (Figure 4-11). The 
southern beach end exhibited mild topographic variations limited to the swash zone. In the 
whole surveyed area the beach elevation resulted higher in May 2012, therefore the last 
storm occurred from ESE (see VIII event in Table 4-6), though of mild energy, was able to 
transport a relevant amount of sediments towards the northern compartment of the beach. 
The tracers found on the north zone of the beach (Figure 4-5) were the majority by far, 
therefore is quite probable that the last storm from ESE was able to move marked pebbles 
longshore towards NW. The opposite hypothesis could be the exhumation of tracers done 
by the previous storms driven by NE sector, but considering the highest elevation 
measured on May 2012 this option is unlikely (Figure 4-11). Furthermore, according to the 
tracer displacements experienced under low to moderate conditions during the second 
experiment in Portonovo (see Chapter 5) the large displacements measured two months 
after the injection could also be ascribed to the swash grazing may occurred towards NW 
after the VII storm. In that case the last storm (VIII event, Table 4-6) driven from ESE 
completed the ultimate displacements. 
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Events Storm characteristics 
Hs max 
(m) 
 
Dir Duration 
(h) 
E 
(m
2
h) 
Severity 
I (1/04/2012) 2.3 ENE 6 31 weak 
II (8/04/2012) 2.9 NNE 24 195 weak 
III (11/04/2012) 2 ESE 10 42 weak 
IV (13/04/2012) 2.2 ESE 17.5 82 weak 
V (17/04/2012) 2 ENE 10 41 weak 
VI (13/05/2012) 3.1 NNE 44 428 moderate 
VII (16/05/2012) 3.9 NNW 22 333 moderate 
VIII (21/05/2012) 2.1 ESE 8 35 weak 
Table 4-6. Storm events occurred between the injection (March 2012) and the first tracer recovery 
carried out two months later (May 2012). 
 
 
Figure 4-11. Beach topography variation from March 2012 (tracer injection) to May 2012 (2 month 
recovery). Profile numbers refers to the south limit (PR 01), central zone (PR 02) and north limit 
(PR 03) of the southern embayment (see Figure 3-12). 
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On the other hand the few marked pebbles recovered in the southern area (Figure 4-5) were 
probably not entrained by the waves of the last storm driven from ESE. A different beach 
exposure to wave motion of the southern edge of the beach was confirmed by the mixing 
depth evaluation carried out during the 2013 experiment (Figure 3-8; Table 4-2). Only the 
pebble pile inserted at the southern beach end was not completely dismantled after one 
day, while at least 30 cm of sediments were surely removed by waves in the central and 
northern sectors (Table 4-2). Wave direction during that experiment lasted for 18 
consecutive hours from E (Hs between 0.3 and 0.1 m) and tracers moved towards NW 
(Figure 4-1, see also Chapter 5). The swash zone slope basically did not show any 
difference from south to north during that experiment (0.13-0.16, Figure 3-5), but the 
higher exposure to wave action of the central and northern beach portions likely allowed 
sediments to travel longer distances in those areas. As confirmed by Bluck’s works (Bluck 
1967, 1999), if the beach system is in swash-alignment the cross-shore transport can 
dominate regardless of wave energy (see Nash Point facies type). Portonovo beach does 
not show a perfect swash alignment and its slight embayment of the southern beach edge, 
which is also protected by a longshore seawall defending an historical building, creates 
inconsistency on pebble displacements from south to north. Hence, longshore transport can 
easily occur in the more exposed areas of the beach (central and northern zone) as also 
experienced analysing the transport of tracers in long term. Regarding the recovery rate of 
tracers, a value of 42% after two months represented a significant result. Curoy (2012) 
after the same time span could recover almost the 5 % of tracers in Birling Gap (UK). It is 
crystal clear that in the case of Portonovo the longshore limits of the beach played a major 
role on the high recovery percentages. Birling Gap is a macrotidal open beach where 
significant displacement of pebbles (145 m) were measured already after one tide cycle 
(Curoy et al., 2007). Dickson et al. (2011) observed at three different sites recovery rate of 
10-35 % after two months and 0-30 % seven months after the injection. Allan et al. (2006) 
measured significantly high percentages of recovery, from 90 % eight months after the 
injection to 18 % after 17 months. The latter is basically the same rate experienced after 13 
months in Portonovo (Figure 4-4). The high recovery rates observed by Allan et al. (2006) 
were related to the larger detection range of their RFID antenna which was able to detect 
tracers up to 1 m below the beach surface (versus 40 cm supported by our RFID antenna). 
It is likely that the undetected part of our tracers was buried under a layer of sediments 
thicker than 40 cm. Because the major part of the tracers was recovered on the northern 
zone of the beach is likely that also the undetected pebbles were buried in that part of the 
beach. 
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5. Pebble transport in the 
short term: influence of 
size and shape of particles 
(Portonovo beach) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is part of the paper in phase of review: Grottoli, E., Bertoni, D., Ciavola, P., Pozzebon, 
A., (XXXX). Short term displacements of marked pebbles in the swash zone: focus on particle 
shape and size. Marine Geology X, XX-XX. 
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5.1 - The role of size 
5.1.1 - Displacement and recovery of pebbles based on their size 
An analysis of a selective transport based on the pebble size was possible only in the 
second experiment, where a size discrimination of the marked pebbles was made at the 
injection time.  "Small" and "Medium" classes seemed to move significantly even after 6 
hours towards various directions (Figure 5-1 A). All the sizes increased their displacements 
after 24 hours (Figure 5-1 B), even though the "Big" class was the least mobile. Many 
"Small"-sized tracers, initially located at the swash zone mid-point or on the fair-weather 
berm crest, reached the back of the fair-weather berm after 24 hours (Figure 5-1 B). 
"Medium"-sized pebbles essentially split from the swash zone mid-point either up-slope 
towards the berm or down-slope to the step crest (Figure 5-1 B). "Big"-sized tracers 
basically moved with short longshore paths in the southern part of the beach, never 
climbing up the swash zone slope (Figure 5-1 B). On the contrary, the “Big”-sized tracers 
in the northern sector showed longer displacements and in a few cases moved onshore, 
almost reaching the fair-weather berm (Figure 5-1 B). In the first experiment all tracers 
were comprised in the “Big” size class, characterised by a mean diameter with values 
between -5.5 and -6.5 phi (very coarse pebble and small cobbles according to the Udden-
Wentworth grain size scale, 48 to 96 mm). Given the size uniformity, no selective transport 
based on the pebble dimension could be made for the first experiment held in Portonovo. 
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Figure 5-1. Tracer displacement in terms of size (only 2nd experiment): A) 6 hour displacements; 
and B) 24 hour displacements. 
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5.1.2 - Statistical analyses 
After the 6 hour recoveries of both experiments, all the size box plots are skewed to the 
right except for "Big"-sized pebbles (Figure 5-2 a, b). The "Small" and "Medium" tracers 
moved significantly more compared to the "Big" ones, having a larger distribution interval 
compared to the biggest size (Figure 5-2 b). Their median values are initially closer to the 
box bottom and then increase towards the end of the experiment. This does not happen to 
the "Big" class, which seems to be quite stable at low displacement values, especially for 
the median values. At the 6 hour recovery period, the "Medium" class has slightly longer 
displacements compared to the "Small" one. After 24 hours, the "Small"-sized tracers have 
the largest range, skewness and median values (without outliers) of any size class. The 
"Medium" class has the most stable range throughout the 24 hours, although the median 
value increases in the second recovery; on the other hand, the "Small" class has the largest 
stretch after one day, making it the most dynamic class (Figure 5-2 b). The box plots of 
pebble displacement show that the "Big" class is less susceptible to large movements, both 
6 and 24 hours after tracer release. Although some "Big" pebbles moved up to 5 m from 
their initial position 24 hours after the injection, their median values are quite low and 
gravitate towards the bottom of the box (Figure 5-2 a, b). "Big"-sized sediments seem to 
have a similar behaviour in both experiments. 
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Figure 5-2. Box plots showing the displacement magnitude after the 6 and 24 hour recoveries 
according to the size subdivision of the tracers: a) box plots referring to the first experiment; and b) 
box plots refer to the second experiment: here, a size discrimination was taken into account prior to 
pebble injection. 
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T-tests on the pebble size data (Table 5-1) reveal that the "Big" tracers have significantly 
different displacements compared to the "Medium" and "Small" pebbles, except after 24 
hours, where no substantial difference is noted. On the other hand, the "Small" and 
"Medium" tracer displacements are not significantly different either after the two 
recoveries or considering the experiment as a whole. Accounting for the 6 hour recovery 
the "Big"-sized sediments show a significant dissimilarity compared to the other sizes 
(Table 5-1). 
Size (p < 0.05) 2
nd
 exp. - 6 h 2
nd
 exp. - 24 h 
Small vs. Medium 0.088 0.704 
Medium vs. Big 0.019 0.142 
Small vs. Big 0.031 0.058 
 
Table 5-1. Probability values calculated by means of T-tests. The pebble displacements measured 
for different sizes are compared. The bold numbers represent a significant difference between the 
two categories considered in each row. A significance level of p < 0.05 was used. 
 
 
5.1.3 - Threshold of tracer motion 
The estimation of the thresholds of motion using the graphical method of Soulsby (1997) 
gave the following results. Considering the first experiment, the graphical method gives a 
value of 1.1 ms
-1
 for the "Big" class, which was the only present at that experiment. For the 
second experiment, the Soulsby’s method provides a value of 1.2 ms-1 for the "Big"-sized 
pebbles, 1 ms
-1
 for the "Medium" class and 0.9 ms
-1
 for the "Small" class (Figure 5-3). The 
graphical method of Soulsby (1997) resulted fairly close to the actual wave orbital 
velocities measured by the S4 wave gauge (Figure 5-3). 
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Figure 5-3. Threshold of motion for marked pebbles estimated by the graphic method of Soulsby 
(1997). Calculations shown for the first (A) and the second (B) experiment. 
 
5.2 - The role of shape 
5.2.1 - Displacement and recovery of pebbles based on their shape. 
In the first experiment, most of the tracers were dragged down the beach face, moving 
from the fair weather berm to the swash or the step zone (Figure 5-4 B). Such a trend 
affected every shape because no differences in the displacement direction related to pebble 
shape were noted. The tracer displacements reached greater magnitudes on the northern 
sector of the beach with a stronger longshore component compared to the southern sector. 
During the second experiment, all the shapes moved from south to north, with shorter 
displacements in the southern part of the beach and greater displacements in the northern sector 
(Figure 5-4 C, D). Disc-shaped pebbles travelled longer distances, and many of them ended 
up on the back of the berm. Spheres covered shorter paths after 24 hours and did not move 
landward of the fair-weather berm (Figure 5-4 C, D). 
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Figure 5-4. Tracer displacement in terms of shape: A) First experiment 6 hour displacements; B) 
First experiment 24 hour displacements; C) Second experiment 6 hour displacements; and D) 
Second experiment 24 hour displacements. 
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5.2.2 - Statistical analyses 
Box plots of pebble shape are fairly different from one experiment to the other. In the first 
one, there is no remarkable difference between elongated and spherical shapes. After 6 
hours, the spheres reach larger displacements compared to the elongated shapes, but they 
maintain roughly the same interval after 24 hours. The elongated shapes look more static at 
first but then show a quite similar to slightly larger range compared to the spheres after one 
day (Figure 5-5 a). In each case, the median values are constantly close to the box bottom 
(Figure 5-5 a). The intervals of the box plots are much larger in the second experiment 
(Figure 5-5 b). Although the displacements are larger, the discs and spheres behave as they 
did during the first experiment. After 6 hours, the disc-shaped pebbles are less inclined to 
motion than the spheres. The spheres show slightly greater median values and larger 
intervals. After 24 hours, both shapes record larger displacements because of increased 
wave energy, but the discs have a wider range than the spheres. Furthermore, the disc box 
plot is skewed far to the right with a median value strongly adherent to the bottom. The 
sphere box plot seems to be more balanced with a more limited interval and a median value 
perfectly set in the middle of the interquartile range (Figure 5-5 b). 
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Figure 5-5. Box plots showing the pebble displacement magnitude after 6 and 24 hours according 
to the shape subdivision of the tracers: a) box plots referring to the first experiment, where the 
elongated shapes are joined together (D = Disc, B = Blade, R = Rod); and b) box plots referring to 
the second experiment, where only the disc and sphere shapes were present. 
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Statistically significant differences are not present in Table 5-2 according to the shape of 
the marked pebbles. There is no movement discrimination of the pebbles in terms of their 
shape for any recovery time, except for the first experiment among the discs and spheres 6 
hours after the injection (Table 5-2). 
Shape (p < 0.05) 
1
st
 exp. 
6 h 
1
st
 exp. 
24 h 
2
nd
 exp. 
6 h 
2
nd
 exp. 
24 h 
Disc vs. Sphere 0.028 0.889 0.121 0.821 
Elongated (D+R+B) vs. Sphere 0.212 0.650 - - 
Table 5-2. Probability values calculated by means of T-tests. The pebble displacements measured 
for different shapes are compared. The bold numbers represent a significant difference between the 
two categories considered in each row (D = Discs; B = Blades; R = Rods; S = Spheres). A 
significance level of p < 0.05 was used. 
 
 
5.3 - The combinational role of size and shape 
5.3.1 - Displacement of pebbles based on the combinational effect of size and shape 
Regarding the second experiment it was also possible to analyse the combinational effect 
of shape and size. “Big” class did not show any displacement difference between spheres 
and discs (Figure 5-6 A, B). “Medium”-sized tracers did not exhibit any peculiar 
movement according to shape, both during the 6 and 24 hour recoveries (Figure 5-6 C, D). 
“Small” class of tracers showed slight differences: especially 24 hours after the injection 
disc shaped pebbles moved behind the berm crest, reaching higher positions if compared to 
the “Small” spheres (Figure 5-6 E, F). 
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Figure 5-6. Tracer displacement based on the combined effect of size and shape (only 2
nd
 
experiment): “Big” class displacements 6 hours (A) and 24 hours (B) after the injection; “Medium” 
class displacements 6 hours (C) and 24 hours (D) after the injection; and “Small” class 
displacements 6 hours (E) and 24 hours (F) after the injection. 
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5.4 - Statistical analyses 
Taking into account the combinational effect of shape and size some other peculiar 
behaviour of pebbles can be appreciated from box plots of the second experiment. “Big” 
spheres resulted more dynamic than discs since the first recovery. The larger displacements 
of “Big” spheres appeared fairly clear 24 hours after the injection, when most of them 
moved from the injection position of approximately 10 m (median value) and some of 
them up to 20 m (Figure 5-7 A). The displacement interval of “Big” discs remained 
basically the same even after 24 hours, with the box steadily stuck at the bottom and 
maximum displacements of approximately 5 m (Figure 5-7 A). “Medium”-sized discs 
recorded lower displacements than “Medium” spheres 6 hours after the injection. This 
situation was completely overturned after one day (Figure 5-7 B). The interquartile range 
of “Medium” discs after 24 hours was the same produced by spheres of the same size 
already after 6 hours even though the median values differed consistently (Figure 5-7 B). 
“Small”-sized spheres confirmed larger displacements if compared to the discs 6 hours 
after the injection. After one day the situation was overturned as already shown by the 
“Medium” class even though with larger displacements (Figure 5-7 C). 
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Figure 5-7. Box plots showing the pebble displacement magnitude after 6 and 24 hours based on 
the combined effect of size and shape. A) “Big”-sized discs and spheres comparison; B) 
“Medium”-size discs and spheres comparison; C) “Small”-sized discs and spheres comparison. 
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5.5 - Discussion 
The results of the first experiment suggest that shape does not represent a discriminating 
factor for pebble movement: very low energy conditions combined with "Big"-sized tracers 
facilitated a pebble down dragging. Dissimilarities in the pebble displacements among 
different shapes of particles are more evident when analysing the outcome of the second 
experiment, where smaller tracers were investigated and higher wave energy occurred. 
This disparity seems to confirm what was already stated by McLean and Kirk (1969), that 
is, size is the primary factor controlling the sorting trends of sediments and shape is a 
second order factor. In the second experiment, many disc-shaped pebbles ended up on the 
back of the berm, while this did not happen to the spheres. As stated by Ciavola and 
Castiglione (2009) during an experiment conducted in a nearby sand-gravel mixed beach 
(Porto Recanati beach) under equivalent energy conditions, the uprush is able to drag large, 
flat pebbles up onto the beachface. Once the pebble reaches the berm, the backwash 
dissipates because of infiltration and the flattest pebbles are left there, while the more 
spherical ones roll down the slope. This was also observed by Bluck (1967) and Isla (1993) 
based on surface sampling and beach observations on macrotidal coarse-grained beaches; 
the same process was already described by Dobkins and Folk (1970) on some mixed 
beaches under low and high energy conditions (Table 5-3). Spherical and discoidal shapes 
behaved consistently during each experiment in terms of the displacement length. After 6 
hours, the spheres moved further from the injection points than the discs, but after 24 hours 
the discs covered longer paths than the spheres. This trend was confirmed by box plots 
focused on the combinational effect of shape and size except for the “Big”-sized pebbles. 
Wave motion recorded during the second experiment was not strong enough to entrain 
discs of bigger size; whereas it was able to move spheres of the same size probably taking 
advantage from their capability to roll. Some authors found that discs have lower 
pivotability than spheres (Shepard and Young, 1964; Bluck, 1967), the latter move more 
easily in traction (Bluck, 1967) by taking advantage of their spherical shape. Also Orford 
(1975) found that discs can be moved further landward by waves, having better suspension 
properties than spheres. The longer distances covered by discs after 24 hours do not mean 
that this shape is more dynamic compared to the spheres. As noted by Isla and Bujaleski 
(1993), spheres are preferentially set into "saltation", although the bed is dominated by 
discs, blades and rods, which means that spheres keep moving until they find a stable 
location to be incorporated into the sediments that constitute the beach (Caldwell, 1981), 
moving more quickly through the pores of the beach surface than other shapes (Bluck, 
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1967). The resulting difference in the behaviour of the two shapes at 6 and 24 hours cannot 
be imputed to an increase in the wave energy because higher waves occurred within 10 
hours of the injection during the second experiment (the significant wave height remained 
between 0.3 and 0.4 m), while the first experiment was characterised by quite low waves 
(average significant wave height of 0.09 m; max value 0.15 m). According to Orford 
(1975), the influence of shape depends not only on the wave energy but also on the wave 
phase and breaker type. The results from the shape displacements are not sufficient to say 
that there is a correlation between the shape and distance travelled by pebbles, as Carr 
(1971) already noted. Another aspect in need of in-depth investigation is the relationship 
between the shape of the pebbles and the characteristics of the surface over which they 
move (Carr et al., 1970; Caldwell, 1981): an irregular coarse bottom determines different 
types of pebble movements (Isla, 1993), and pebbles are preferentially entrained over 
sandy surfaces (Nordstrom and Jackson, 1993). According to Bertoni at al. (2012b), the 
primary factor controlling the pebble displacement is the modification of incident waves 
induced by irregularities in the morphology of the sea bottom. A zonation of particle shape 
was not observed on the Portonovo swash zone, but shape very likely exerts an influence 
on pebble transport at least under low energy conditions and in the short term. As noted by 
Orford (1975), the roles of size and shape cannot be easily separated, and it is easier to use 
both factors to discern possible pebble zonation on a beach. The choice of focusing 
separately or combining the effect of size and shape on pebble movement should be done 
considering the energy conditions when the displacement takes place. Williams and 
Caldwell (1988) proposed a model wherein the influence of particle size is more important 
on sorting when energy conditions are high and particle shape predominates when energy 
conditions are low (Table 5-3). At the Portonovo beach, according to the size subdivision 
established only for the second experiment, only "Big" sized pebbles (-5.5 - -6.5 phi class) 
showed a different behaviour relative to the two finer classes. Pebbles of "Small" and 
"Medium" sizes (-4.5 - 5 phi and -5 - -5.5 phi classes, respectively) actually travelled 
greater distances than those belonging to the "Big" class; in addition, this difference in 
displacement was statistically significant, especially after 6 hours. The first 6 hours were 
characterised by moderate wave height (approximately 0.3 to 0.4 m up to 10 hours after the 
injection) that was not able to move "Big"-sized pebbles over the fair-weather berm. 
According to the paths of the marked pebbles, no relationship between their size and the 
elevation along the beach where they were detected was noted, which means that wave 
height is a subordinate factor controlling pebble displacement under very low energy 
conditions (first experiment) and under low-to-moderate energy conditions (second 
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experiment). The swash zone slope, swash fluxes, run up levels and gravity play a major 
role in dragging down or moving up the pebbles along the swash zone. Coarser pebbles 
basically moved toward the step, not reaching the backshore under low-to-moderate energy 
conditions. As stated by Carr (1969), coarser material on the backshore is presumably 
"stranded" during longshore transport only under severe storm conditions. Later, Carr 
(1971) found a linear correlation between pebble size and the longshore movement in the 
short term, which becomes exponential in the long term. A sort of longshore size sorting 
caused by the vector imparted by the direction of the wave’s approach can be recognised at 
the end of the second experiment, given that "Small"- and "Medium"-sized tracers moved 
farther from their injection positions compared to the "Big" pebbles (Figure 4-1; Figure 
5-1). Because the conventional techniques (i.e., sediment samplings, beach observations) 
commonly provide an opportunity to recognise complex patterns on beach surfaces related 
to the size and shape of pebbles (McLean, 1970; Kirk, 1980), coarse tracer research needs 
to be supported by more sophisticated methods to improve the knowledge about the natural 
sieving of pebbles. Cross-shore transport was prevalent in the first experiment, while 
longshore paths were more evident in the second resulting from the higher energy 
conditions experienced. A short list of past studies concerning the relationship between 
pebble transport and their characteristics is presented in Table 5-3. 
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Table 5-3. List of the most recent studies on the role of particle size and shape on coarse-clastic and 
mixed beaches.  
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Mixed beaches are dominated by swash action and the interaction between these flows and 
wave breakers (Kirk, 1980). Uprush-backwash systems are responsible for most of the 
activity on these beaches (Kirk, 1980). Kirk (1975) measured swash velocities on some 
mixed sand and gravel beaches: the mean velocity at the swash zone mid-point was 1.68 
ms
-1
; the maximum swash velocity was 2.5 ms
-1
. The backwash velocities averaged 1.40 
ms
-1
. Other studies observed a higher uprush velocity of 3.5 ms
-1
 on sandy steep beaches 
(Hughes et al., 1997; Masselink and Hughes, 1998). These velocities are comparable with 
the estimations conducted by Komar and Miller (1974) and Soulsby’s (1997) methods used 
in this study. As already noted by Kirk (1975), those velocity values are adequate to enable 
high transport rates for any sediment size on the foreshore. Because the majority of the 
injected pebbles recorded larger displacements after 24 hours in both experiments, the 
estimation of Soulsby (1997) seems to be more plausible given that the threshold of motion 
for each size is closer to the wave orbital velocities computed from the S4 data. Because 
nearshore wave heights were used (the S4 was located very close to the shoreline, but not 
on the swash zone), the wave heights at the breaker line would be preferred to improve the 
accuracy of wave orbital velocity estimation. Williams and Caldwell (1988) provided 
insights on the relationship between pebble shape and swash flows. According to the 
authors, when swash velocities (either uprush or backwash) approach the critical threshold 
for transport, more easily suspended oblate sediments are thrown forward during the short-
lived energy peak of the swash. When non-marginal swash velocities occur, mass is more 
important than shape in determining sediment transport (cross-shore or alongshore) 
(Williams and Caldwell, 1988). Regarding the interaction between pebble size and swash 
fluxes, Isla (1993) supposed that an armoured deposit forms as flow decreases (during the 
backwash), producing an inverse grading of the sediment (coarser sediments over the finer 
ones). As expected and confirmed by many authors (Kirk, 1980; Van Wellen et al., 2000; 
Mason and Coates, 2001; Bertoni et al., 2013), the swash zone was the most dynamic part 
of the beach even under low energy conditions. 
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6. Beach evolution 
(Portonovo beach) 
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6.1 - Topographic variation 
Every morphodynamic study of beaches, independently from the aspects which the 
researcher is focusing on, needs a strong background of topographic surveys to ensure a 
comprehensive analysis of the collected data. As already explained in the Paragraph 3.4, 
after a short period of monitoring, limited to the experiment and sampling area (March 
2012 and April 2012 surveys, Figure 2-1; Figure 3-10),  from May 2012 the topographic 
measurements were extended to the whole beach length. Hence, here are presented and 
discussed the morphological variations recorded from May 2012 (3
rd
 survey) to February 
2014 (13
th
 survey) which interested the entire beach extent. 
In May 2012 (3
rd
 topographic survey), the beach width varied from peak values of 50 m in 
the southern end (Figure 6-1 A; Figure 6-2 A) to a minimum of 15 m in the northern part 
(Figure 6-1 A; Figure 6-1 E). The southern portion exhibit also an higher elevation, about 1 
m more than the rest of the beach which reached 1.5 m as highest value (Figure 6-1 A; 
Figure 6-2 A to compare to Figure 6-2 B, C, D, E). The southern end is characterized by 
two storm berm tiers and a well developed step approximately located at -1 m below mean 
sea level (Figure 6-2 A).  An embryonic bulge form started to develop in the second profile 
(PR 02, Figure 6-1 A; Figure 6-2 B). The latter is delineated by a steep beachface and a 
more flattened step if compared to PR 01, no storm berms were present (Figure 6-2 B). A 
general milder topography characterized the northern portion of the beach, with no 
particular storm berms or steps (Figure 6-1 A; Figure 6-2 C, D, E). 
From May to the first survey of October 2012 (i.e. October 2012 a), huge modifications of 
beach topography were not observed. The beach width did not experienced substantial 
variations except for the bulge form which became more prominent toward the sea, 
developing a higher sharp crest and a better defined step (Figure 6-1, Figure 6-3 B). Beach 
elevation remained basically the same of the previous survey. Few features were 
nevertheless notable: the formation of a berm 1 m high in the southern end (PR 01, Figure 
6-3 A; Figure 6-1 B); the increase of irregular topography showed from the central to the 
northern part of the beach (PR 03, 04, 05; Figure 6-3 C, D, E; Figure 6-1 B). 
From October a to October b 2012, not relevant morphological changes were observed. 
The beach width slightly decreased in the southern portion (approximately retreat 3-5 m) 
and enlarged by few meters in the northern part (Figure 6-1 C; Figure 6-4). Beach 
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elevation remained stable except for two new storm berms emerged in the central 
compartment (PR 04, Figure 6-1 C; Figure 6-4 D) and the growth in elevation of the bulge 
form of PR 02 (Figure 6-1 C; Figure 6-4 B) with a crest flattening associated. 
From the second survey of October 2012 to November 2012 huge variations affected the 
beach in each compartment. In the southern end the beach appeared clearly “cut” by an 
erosive scarp: the central and the lowest part of the profile were reduced in elevation of 1 
to 1.5 m and retreated approximately 15 m relative to the previous survey (PR 01, Figure 
6-1 D; Figure 6-5 A). Similar situation was experienced in the profile PR 02, where, the 
larger distance from the southern protecting limit, caused 15 to 20 m of retreatment and 1 
to 2 m of surface lowering (Figure 6-1 D; Figure 6-5 B). On the other hand, the central and 
northern beach portions were interested by a substantial accretion toward sea and increase 
in elevation (Figure 6-1 D; Figure 6-5 C, D, E). The width increase was of lower 
magnitude if compared to the retreatment in the southern area, because part of the 
transported material went up to the beach to create significant storm berms. A singular 
storm berm parallel to the shoreline is clearly visible from Figure 6-1 D: its shape became 
sharper from PR 03 to PR 04 (Figure 6-5 C, D) and was distinctly separated from the 
higher landward storm berm (Figure 6-1 D; Figure 6-5 D). The two storm berm orders 
were just the symptom of the huge amount of material deposited at the northern end (PR 
05, Figure 6-1 D; Figure 6-5 E). Due to shifted material from south to north the beach 
topography in PR 05 was from 1 to 2 m higher than previous survey of October 2012 b 
(Figure 6-5 E). In this stage the prominent bulge form disappeared completely (Figure 6-1 
D; Figure 6-5 B) and no well developed steps were recognized on the surveyed beach 
profiles (Figure 6-5). 
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Figure 6-1. Topographic surfaces of Portonovo beach from May 2012 to November 2012: (A) May 
2012; B) October 2012 a; C) October 2012 b; D) November 2012). The seawall and the cliff toe are 
shown on each topographic surface. 
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Figure 6-2. Profile variation of the entire beach in May 2012. 
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Figure 6-3. Profile variation of the entire beach from May 2012 to October 2012 a. 
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Figure 6-4. Profile variation of the entire beach from October 2012 a to October 2012 b. 
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Figure 6-5. Profile variation of the entire beach from October 2012 b to November 2012. 
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From November to December 2012 the beach returned to a more balanced stage. The 
southern portion recovered again its typical width nearly 50 m (Figure 6-6 A; Figure 6-7 
A) and presented two tiers of flat shaped storm berms (Figure 6-7 A). The second cross 
section (PR 02) recovered in elevation assuming a milder slope in comparison to the 
previous survey (Figure 6-1 D; Figure 6-6 A; Figure 6-7 B). In the central and northern 
compartment all the previous storm berms and morphological features were flattened 
(Figure 6-7 C, D, E); the beach profile was subjected to lowering especially in the PR 05 
where the beach elevation was reduced of about 1-2 m (exactly the accretion quantity 
experienced from October to November 2012, Figure 6-7 E; Figure 6-6 A). 
From December 2012 to January 2013 the beach was subjected to an accumulation of 
material on the upper part of the entire beach: this can be better observed from Figure 6-6 
B rather than Figure 6-8. Nevertheless, an increase of approximately 0.5 m is clearly 
evident in PR 02 (Figure 6-8 B) and this occurred in the entire southern compartment 
(Figure 6-6 B). Higher elevation was even experienced from the centre to the north of the 
beach, especially in the area that runs along the cliff toe (Figure 6-6 B). Relative to the 
previous survey, a steeper beach face was recognized in the central and southern part of the 
beach (Figure 6-8 A, B, C; Figure 6-6 B). 
From January to February 2013 the beach surface had enriched of morphological features 
(Figure 6-6 C; Figure 6-9). Different tiers storm berms, distinguished the southern beach 
portion (Figure 6-9 A; Figure 6-6 C). Storm berms were present even in the rest of the 
beach area, basically through a single line which mostly ran from PR 03 to PR 04 (Figure 
6-6 C; Figure 6-9 C, D). Storm berm showed the sharpest shape in PR 04 (Figure 6-9 D). 
The northern end appeared completely “filled” relatively to the previous survey, an 
increase of 1 m occurred (Figure 6-6 C; Figure 6-9 E). The entire beach was not subjected 
to strong retreat (Figure 6-9). 
From February to March 2013 many remarkable changes affected the beach. A retreat of 
approximately 5 m affected the southern beach end (Figure 6-10 A) which became milder 
in cross section PR 02 (Figure 6-10 B). Furthermore, a general lowering of the beach 
surface was experienced in those sections (Figure 6-10 A, B; Figure 6-6 D). Whereas, from 
profile PR 03 to PR 05 an increase in beach elevation was recorded (Figure 6-10 C, D, E) 
with a peak value of 1 m measured at the northern beach end (PR 05, Figure 6-10 E). 
Consequently to this fluctuation of beach surface, erosive scarps were located south and 
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great storm berms occupied the central and north portion of the beach, with a steep side 
facing the sea (Figure 6-10 D, E). 
 
Figure 6-6. Topographic surfaces of Portonovo beach from December 2012 to March 2013 (A) 
December 2012; B) January 2013; C) February 2013; D) March 2013). The seawall and the cliff 
toe are shown on each topographic surface. 
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Figure 6-7. Profile variation of the entire beach from November 2012 to December 2012. 
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Figure 6-8. Profile variation of the entire beach from December 2012 to January 2013. 
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Figure 6-9. Profile variation of the entire beach from January 2013 to February 2013. 
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Figure 6-10. Profile variation of the entire beach from February 2013 to March 2013. 
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From March to April 2013, a general transport of material from the upper to the lower part 
of the beach was experienced (Figure 6-11 A to compare to Figure 6-6 D; Figure 6-12). 
This process was clearly visible mostly all over the beach and in particular in the profile 
PR 01 (Figure 6-12 A). The material displaced to lower areas and the lowering in beach 
elevation produced a decrease in beachface sloping (Figure 6-12 A, C, E). No particular 
change was observed in beach width (Figure 6-12). 
From April to May 2013 remarkable changes were noted only in some beach portions 
(Figure 6-11 A, B; Figure 6-13). The southern compartment of the beach was affected by a 
slight retreat (2-3 m) and lowering of beach which interested only the beach face and the 
submerged beach (Figure 6-13 A, B). A notable flattening was experienced in PR 01 
(Figure 6-13 A), whereas substantially unchanged appeared the PR 03 and PR 04 relative 
to the previous survey (Figure 6-13 C, D). A significant increase in beach topography was 
measured at the northern beach end where a maximum increase of 1 m was recorded in the 
lower part of the profile PR 05 (Figure 6-13 E). 
From May 2013 to February 2014 the beach look completely different from south to north 
(Figure 6-11 B, C; Figure 6-14). The southern part was retreated of approximately 10 m 
(Figure 6-14 A, B) and the “cut” aspect was confirmed by the presence of erosive scarps 
(Figure 6-11 C; Figure 6-14 A, B). The central compartment was the only beach portion 
which did not experienced notable changes (Figure 6-14 C). On the other hand, the 
northern sector experienced a large accretion, with more than 10 m of increase in width at 
the very northern end (PR 05, Figure 6-14 E). A higher elevation was recorded in PR 04 
and PR 05, with an outstanding peak value of 3 m more than the previous survey at PR 05 
(Figure 6-14 D, E; Figure 6-11 C). The great material amount accumulated in the northern 
portion of the beach was highlighted by the presence of several tiers of storm berms 
(Figure 6-11 C; Figure 6-14 D, E). As a consequence, the beach slope was steeper in the 
southern and milder in the northern part of the beach (Figure 6-14; Figure 6-11 C). 
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Figure 6-11. Topographic surfaces of Portonovo beach from April 2013 to February 2014 (A) April 
2013; B) May 2013; C) February 2014). The seawall and the cliff toe are shown on each 
topographic surface. 
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Figure 6-12. Profile variation of the entire beach from March 2013 to April 2013. 
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Figure 6-13. Profile variation of the entire beach from April 2013 to May 2013. 
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Figure 6-14. Profile variation of the entire beach from April 2013 to May 2013. 
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6.2 - Shoreline variation 
As already explained in the Paragraph 3.4, after a short monitoring period, limited to the 
experiment and sampling area (March 2012 and April 2012 surveys, Figure 2-1; Figure 
3-10),  from May 2012 the topographic measurements were extended to the whole beach 
length. In this paragraph are presented the shoreline variations recorded from May 2012 
(3
rd
 survey) to February 2014 (13
th
 survey) which interested a time span of almost two 
years. From May 2012 to the first survey of October 2012 (i.e. October 2012 a) the beach 
presented some eroded and accreted areas. The largest shoreline advancement occurred in 
the southern zone with values close to 10 m which created a bulge form in the middle of 
the embayment (Figure 6-15). No consistent change arose in the central compartment of 
the beach. A shoreline retreat of almost 5 m took place in the northern beach sector and in 
the southern beach limit (Figure 6-15).  
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Figure 6-15. Shoreline variation from May 2012 to October 2012 a (3
rd
 to 4
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B).  
 
From the first to the second survey of October 2012 (i.e. October 2012 a and October 2012 
b) very little variations occurred. Little accretion interested the beach edges and limited 
erosion was observed in the central area. Variation all over the beach did not exceed 2 m 
(Figure 6-16). In the southern embayment the bulge form was still present even though less 
prominent and slightly wider given the moderate accretion that affected both its sides 
(Figure 6-16). 
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Figure 6-16. Shoreline variation from October 2012 a to October 2012 b (4
th
 to 5
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
From the second survey of October (i.e. October 2012 b) to November 2012 Portonovo 
beach was subjected to the first significant variation of its shoreline. The southern part 
retreated approximately of 16 m which meant the complete erosion of the bulge form that 
was present in the southern embayment (Figure 6-17). On the other hand the central and 
the northern compartments gained 10 m seaward. 
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Figure 6-17. Shoreline variation from October 2012 b to November 2012 (5
th
 to 6
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
 
From November to December 2012 another relevant shoreline variation occurred. At this 
time the eroded and accreted areas were exactly overturned relative to the previous stage. 
Shoreline retreat of approximately 12 m interested the northern zone of the beach. Slightly 
limited erosion affected the beach in its central area (up to 6 m) while the highest values of 
shoreline variation were observed in the southern edge. Here the coastline advanced up to 
16-17 m, entirely recovering the same area previously lost. A clear clockwise rotation 
affected the beach at this stage (Figure 6-18). 
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Figure 6-18. Shoreline variation from November 2012 to December 2012 (6
th
 to 7
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
 
From December 2012 to January 2013 the beach was in a phase of post-storm recovery. 
Shoreline variations of approximately 5 m interested the entire beach length with an 
accretion focused on the southern embayment and mild erosion intensified in the northern 
compartment. A counter-clockwise rotation affected the beach at this time (Figure 6-19), 
even though less pronounced if compared to the previous two (Figure 6-17; Figure 6-18). 
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Figure 6-19. Shoreline variation from December 2012 to January 2013 (7
th
 to 8
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
 
From January to February 2013 the magnitude of shoreline change slightly decreased to 2-
3 m. Small accretion and erosion areas can be distinguished all over the beach, with a more 
pronounced erosion in the southern beach end and a mild accretion in the northern 
compartment (Figure 6-20). The shoreline situation was basically comparable to the 
previous stage.  
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Figure 6-20. Shoreline variation from January 2013 to February 2013 (8
th
 to 9
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
 
From February to March 2013 relevant shoreline changes were recorded. In the southern 
zone the largest retreat was approximately 10 m while in the northern compartment of the 
beach a maximum advance of 7 m was recorded. A clear clockwise rotation of the beach 
occurred at this stage (Figure 6-21). 
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Figure 6-21. Shoreline variation from February 2013 to March 2013 (9
th
 to 10
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
 
From March to April 2013 the beach was interested by a general recovery process. The 
northern part of the beach gained 6 m and up to 4 m in the southern zone (Figure 6-22). 
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Figure 6-22. Shoreline variation from March 2013 to April 2013 (10
th
 to 11
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
From April to May 2013 shoreline repositioning was milder. The southern embayment was 
affected by a retreat of approximately 4 m while the rest of the beach showed eroded and 
accreted areas. A peak value of advancement of 6 m was recorded at the northern beach 
end (Figure 6-23). 
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Figure 6-23. Shoreline variation from April 2013 to May 2013 (11
th
 to 12
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
From May 2013 to February 2014 large variations affected the shoreline. A clear clockwise 
beach rotation occurred: 10 m retreat affected the southern embayment while a 
considerable accretion involved the northern compartment, with a peak value of 14 m 
(Figure 6-24). Little variations were experienced in the central part of the beach since 
behaved as pivotal point for rotation. 
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Figure 6-24. Shoreline variation from May 2013 to February 2014 (12
th
 to 13
th
 survey): 
accretion/erosion map (A) and Net Shoreline Movement (NSM) computed by the ArcGIS tool 
DSAS (B). 
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Considering the two years monitoring period (from May 2012 to February 2014) the 
shoreline in Portonovo had recorded significant variations. The SCE estimation (Shoreline 
Change Envelope, see Paragraph 3.6) had reported the largest shoreline changes at both 
beach ends, with maximum values of 25 m in the northern compartment and 21 m in the 
southern zone while a minimum value of almost 8 m was recorded in the central part of the 
beach (Figure 6-25 C). The values computed by the SCE should not be taken as 
accretionary or erosive amounts but as maximum distances experienced by shoreline 
repositioning in two years. According to the NSM calculations (Net Shoreline Movement, 
see Paragraph 3.6) from the first to the last topographic survey the shoreline advanced in 
the central and northern compartment while consistent retreat affected the southern 
embayment of the beach (Figure 6-25 A, B). The final beach configuration was the result 
of a clear clockwise rotation which produced advancement values up to 23 m in the 
northern zone and 21 m of shoreline retreat at the southern end (Figure 6-25 B). As 
computed by the EPR tool (End Point Rate, see Paragraph 3.6) in almost two years the rate 
of shoreline retreat in the southern area was 12 m (peak value, Figure 6-25 D) while the 
accretion rate in the northern zone was approximately 13 m (peak value, Figure 6-25 D). 
The most limited shoreline variability was recorded in the central zone of the beach (Figure 
6-25 C) where usually the pivotal point of beach rotation is located. 
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Figure 6-25. Shoreline variation for the whole period of almost two years (from May 2012 to 
February 2014; 3
rd
 to 13
th
 survey): accretion/erosion map (A), (NSM) Net Shoreline Movement 
(B), (SCE) Shoreline Change Envelope (C) and (EPR) End Point Rate (D) computed by the 
ArcGIS tool DSAS. 
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6.3 - Volumetric variation 
The volume calculated from the surveyed beach, during almost two years span time, 
ranged from a minimum of 25148 m
3
 (October 2012 a, Figure 6-14) to a maximum of 
29158 m
3
 (February 2014, Figure 6-14). From the first topographic survey (May 2012) to 
the last one (February 2014), a total gain of 3790 m
3
 was estimated. According to this data 
the beach does not present problems of material loss. The largest variation was recorded 
between December 2012 and January 2013 (Figure 6-14; Figure 6-26) which represented a 
break point between the 2012 period, with volume values oscillating approximately 
between 25100 and 26500 m
3
, and the later interval (2013-2014) with constantly higher 
values comprised approximately between 27600 and almost 29100 m
3
 (Figure 6-14). 
Variation in volume can be relevant from one survey to another: four volume losses were 
observed (from May to October 2012 a, from November to December 2012, from February 
to March 2013 and from March to April 2013, Figure 6-26). The entity of volume lost 
during those surveys varied from 220 to 844 m
3
, rather much larger was the quantity of 
material gained by the beach in the remaining six time intervals, from a minimum of 113 
m
3
 (gain reached between the two October 2012 surveys, Figure 6-26) to a peak value of 
2355 m
3
 (occurred from December 2012 to January 2013, Figure 6-26). 
 
Figure 6-26. Volumetric variation in almost two year time span. 
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Figure 6-27. Volumetric variation from one survey to another in almost two year time span. 
 
6.4 - Discussion 
Portonovo beach had experienced significant shoreline variability during the two years of 
monitoring. Beach rotation often occurs in response of the direction of major storms. In 
Table 6-1 are shown the characteristics of the last storm occurred before each topographic 
survey. Storm events prior to each survey were identified following the method described 
by Armaroli et al. (2012). In Table 6-1 is also shown the severity class of each storm 
following the scale of Mendoza et al. (2011) (see also Paragraph 3.7). Beach rotation arises 
during winter periods (Table 6-1) and the sense of rotation can be easily reversed if a storm 
from the opposite direction of the previous one occurs (compare Figure 6-17 with Figure 
6-18). A clockwise rotation of the beach happens each time a storm from ESE takes place 
while a counter-clockwise rotation occurs if a storm approaches from NE or NW sectors. 
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Among all the measured surveys is fairly clear that the last storm is the event accountable 
for beach rotation when this process occurs (Table 6-1). March 2013 represents the only 
exception since a counter-clockwise rotation was clear after the survey even though the 
direction of the last storm (NW) was supposed to produce a clockwise rotation. In this case 
the last storm was too weak to cover the rotation occurred with the next to last storm which 
was stronger (Hs: 3.5 m, Dir: SE, Duration: 43.5 h, E: 545 m
2
h) and was scaled as 
“significant” according to Mendoza et al. (2011) storm severity scale. 
Survey Evidence of beach rotation Last storm occurred 
Hs max 
(m) 
Dir Duration 
(h) 
E 
(m
2
h) 
Severity 
Oct 2012 a none - - - - - 
Oct  2012 b none - - - - - 
Nov 2012 yes (clockwise) 4 ESE 38 602 significant 
Dec 2012 yes (counter-clockwise) 2.4 NNW 50.5 291 weak 
Jan 2013 yes (counter-clockwise) 2.9 NNE 54 451 moderate 
Feb 2013 none 2 ESE 12.5 52 weak 
Mar 2013 yes (clockwise) 2 NW 10.5 40 weak 
Apr 2013 none 2.2 ENE 9.5 45 weak 
May 2013 none 2.2 ESE 6 28 weak 
Feb 2014 yes (clockwise) 4.1 ESE 103 1859 extreme 
Table 6-1. Evidence of beach rotation observed in Portonovo beach during the two year 
monitoring. Characteristics of the last storm occurred before each survey are shown from offshore 
wave data (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale”). Severity class of each 
storm is calculated according to the storm severity scale of Mendoza et al. (2011). 
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Shortest values of shoreline variation were usually recorded in the central zone of the 
beach or in the middle of the southern embayment (see all figures where evidence of beach 
rotation is shown, Figure 6-17; Figure 6-18; Figure 6-19; Figure 6-21; Figure 6-24). The 
central area of Portonovo beach is the pivotal point for shoreline rotation process. 
Portonovo seems to act like a pocket beach even though is not a natural pocket beach given 
its longshore boulder armours protecting historical buildings (Figure 2-1). The behaviour is 
quite similar to another beach located few kilometres southward in the village of Sirolo 
(San Michele-Sassi Neri beach). Harley et al. (2014) demonstrated the rotation occurring in 
the beach of San Michele-Sassi Neri by means of a low cost video-monitoring system set 
up to observe the beach response to a gravel nourishment project. According to Harley et 
al. (2014) the clockwise rotation in Sirolo is driven by ESE storms while the counter-
clockwise rotation is the result of the natural readjustment to ESE events. In Portonovo the 
beach orientation is approximately NW-SE, and differently from Sirolo, storms 
approaching from NNE or NNW force counter-clockwise rotation which are able to delete 
previous evidence created by storms drove by SE sector. Subsequent storms occurring 
from opposite directions are quite frequent in Portonovo and the NW-SE orientation 
induces the beach to undergo both “Bora” and “Scirocco” driven events. 
According to volumetric variation during almost two year time span, the beach does not 
present serious problems of material loss. Several “cut” and “fill” processes were observed 
in response of the main storms but the final budget showed a volume gain of almost 4000 
m
3
 (Figure 6-26). When a storm from SE direction approaches, the southern portion of the 
beach is cut and several erosive scarps of remarkable height (approximately 1.5 m) are 
created (Figure 6-28). On the other hand, the northern sector of the beach is “filled” by 
material (generally coarse, Figure 7-6 C) combined to well developed storm berms (Figure 
6-28). This “Cut and fill” process occurs in response to each energetic storm and is 
combined to the downdrift coarsening of sediments which will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
The topographic data presented in the previous paragraph confirm that only the very 
landward portion of the southern part of the beach was never subjected to changes because 
never reached by storm waves (all Figures related to PR 01). The lower part of the profiles 
showed a quick recover after the major storms. In case of subsequent storm of comparable 
magnitude occurred in the opposite direction, also the upper portion of the beach can 
quickly recover. The other area less affected by remarkable morphological variation is the 
central compartment of the beach: as already discussed in Chapter 4, this portion of the 
beach act as “transfer zone” for sediment transport, probably due to wave reflection given 
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by the presence of the seawall (Figure 6-1; Figure 6-6; Figure 6-11). Furthermore, as 
demonstrated by shoreline variability, the central area of Portonovo beach is where the 
“pivotal point” is located when a beach rotation occurs. The two beach edges appeared as 
the most dynamic areas: decrease or increase of beach width and elevation in these sectors 
are produced in response to the last storm direction. One more time, it is confirmed that the 
major forcing condition controlling the beach morphology and sediment pattern is the 
storm event. Lorang et al. (1999) supported the thesis according to intense storms 
characterised by high waves and long duration have the greatest opportunity to pile 
material to the highest elevation. Also Ibrahim et al. (2006) found that accretion is more 
pronounced on the upper portion of beach profile when an increase in wave height occurs. 
In Portonovo the highest changes in elevation had surely arisen after the most energetic 
storms: crystal clear example are the profile changes occurred from May 2013 to February 
2014 (Figure 6-14) after the strongest storm occurred in the whole monitoring period 
which was classified as extreme (Table 6-1). Another example were the topographic 
changes arose from October to November 2012 (Figure 6-5; Figure 6-1 C, D) after the 
“Halloween 2012” storm assessed as significant severity (Table 6-1). Storms not so 
energetic can similarly produce significant variability in beach elevation: from November 
to December 2012 a storm driven by NNW, classified as weak severity (Table 6-1), 
completely overturned the beach configuration generated by the “Halloween 2012” storm 
(Figure 6-7; compare also Figure 6-1 D with Figure 6-6 A). This process is to ascribe to the 
NW-SE beach orientation and to the availability of material on the northern beach end 
which was driven by the weak NNW storm towards the southern beach portion, filling the 
space previously eroded by the “Halloween” storm (Figure 6-7). The importance of 
material supply was highlighted by Lorang et al. (1999). According to the authors the 
height to which waves can pile material is dependent also on a sufficient quantity of 
material in the proper size and density ranges.   
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Figure 6-28. “Cut and fill” process observed in Portonovo beach after a storm approached from SE. 
On the left the “Cut” southern part of the beach is shown, with erosive scarps. On the right, the 
“Filled” northern beach area, with several tiers of storm berms deposited.  
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7. Surface sediment 
variability (Portonovo 
beach) 
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7.1 - One-year variability 
The one year monitoring of surface sediment variability allowed to state that gravel 
sediments are prevalent over sandy ones in Portonovo beach (Figure 7-1), since the sand-
gravel ratio resulted less than 0.5 in each sampling campaign (Figure 7-1 G). The sand-
gravel ratio did not vary significantly during one year sampling period (Figure 7-1 G), that 
means the beach is approximately constituted by gravel for three-fourths and by sand for 
the remaining one-fourth. The most frequent grain size categories resulted granules and 
also fine and medium pebbles (Figure 7-1 A; B; C; D; E; F), while the less recurrent 
fractions were cobble and medium sand, which even appeared in some surveys (Figure 7-1 
A; B; C; D; E; F). The largest variety of grain size classes was present on May 2012, while 
the smallest emerged from the first sampling on March 2012 (Figure 7-1 A), with only five 
grain size classes. The highest sand-gravel ratio was recorded in the second sampling 
campaign (April 2012, Figure 7-1 G) with a 32 % of sandy sediments of the whole (Figure 
7-1 B). The lowest sand-gravel ratio percentage was experienced during the last sampling 
campaign, in April 2013 (Figure 7-1 G) with a scarce 16 % of sandy sediments (Figure 7-1 
F). 
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Figure 7-1. Surface sediment variability during one year span time. Pie charts with percentage 
values relative to: A) 1st sampling - March 2012; B) 2nd sampling - April 2012; C) 3rd sampling - 
May 2012; D) 4th sampling - October 2012; E) 5th sampling - December 2012; F) 6th sampling - 
April 2013. Sand-Gravel ratio variability during the six sampling campaigns (G). 
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7.2 - Analysis of sediment parameters: dispersion maps 
7.2.1 - Mean diameter (Mz) variability 
The best analysis method to successfully discuss sediment patterns on a beach surface is to 
provide a spatial view of sediment variability. In Figure 7-2 the mean diameter (Mz) 
variation on Portonovo beach is shown. Some recurrent characteristics can be accepted: the 
swash zone and the submerged beach are always constituted by gravel which is generally 
ranging from granules to fine or medium pebbles. The other frequently occurred 
circumstance is the presence of sandy stripes covering the landward limit of the backshore, 
both in the large southern portion of the beach and often leaned against the seawall that 
runs parallel to the shoreline in the central sector of the beach (Figure 7-2; Figure 2-1). A 
general seaward coarsening trend of the mean diameter is also recognizable mostly in each 
survey (Figure 7-2). A longshore coarsening of sediment is also clearly visible (Figure 7-2 
A; C; F) as response of the last storm direction experienced before each sampling. 
 
7.2.2 - Sorting (σ1) variability 
The other relevant parameter which needs to be displayed is the sorting (σ1) variation of 
beach surface sediment. Being a mixed sand and gravel beach, the extremely 
heterogeneous sediment which constitutes the Portonovo beach reflects poor values of 
sorting. A general patchy aspect, with peaks of better and worse size sorting, characterizes 
the beach. There is no clear separation between areas well or moderately well sorted and 
parts worse sorted (value 1 discriminates these two categories, Figure 7-3). The beach 
normally looks like an irregular juxtaposition of poorly sorted and moderately sorted areas 
(Figure 7-3). The only case with a well spatially defined limit of sediment sorting was in 
the first sampling campaign of March 2012, where a net separation of sediment sorting ran 
along the shoreline (Figure 7-3 A). Poorly sorted sediments, covering the emerged beach, 
were clearly separated from better sorted which were lied in the submerged part. In the 
other surveys, bodies of sediments, from moderately to poor sorted, were stretching for 
maximum 100 m. Some peaks of very poor sorted sediment were present during the 
surveys of March 2012, April 2012 and December 2012 (i.e. Figure 7-3 A; B; E). Peaks of 
well sorted sediment emerged from the third and sixth sampling (i.e. May 2012 and April 
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2013, Figure 7-3 C; F) and the best sorting value was recorded always in the last sampling 
of April 2013 in an area, approximately 30 m long of very well sorted deposit (Figure 7-3 
F). 
 
7.2.3 - Skewness (Sk) variability 
Skewness (Sk) values allowed to state if the sample grain size distribution was symmetrical 
or contained a surplus of coarse or fine sediments. Given the general moderate to poor 
sorting of sediment which characterised all the sampling campaigns (Figure 7-4); also the 
skewness values displayed a patchy variation throughout the beach (Figure 7-4). Some 
surveys were characterised by barely homogeneous tendencies, like the negative skewed 
values of December 2012 (5
th
 sampling, Figure 7-4 E). In October 2012, the skewness 
values were the most uniform and fairly symmetrical of the entire monitored year (except 
for a strongly negative skewed area in the northern part of the beach, Figure 7-4 D). 
Nevertheless a patchy aspect seems to have distinguished each survey, with no cross-shore 
or longshore trends clearly recognizable. A more complete discussion of skewness value 
will be presented in the next paragraph comparing it with sorting and mean diameter of 
sediments and the wave characteristics recorded between the sampling campaigns. 
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Figure 7-2. Mean diameter (Mz) dispersion map through one year span time: all the six sampling 
campaigns are represented. 
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Figure 7-3. Sorting (σ1) dispersion map through one year span time: all the six sampling campaigns 
are represented. 
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Figure 7-4. Skewness (Sk) dispersion map through one year span time: all the six sampling 
campaigns are represented. 
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7.3 - Discussion 
According to Kirk (1980), the most complex aspect on mixed beaches relates to sediment 
characteristics and the way to how sources and processes within the beach environment 
interact to distribute the material both across and along shore. Keeping in mind that just 
half of the Portonovo beach was sampled during one year time span (Figure 3-10 B), some 
good correspondences with what already accepted in literature can be found. The sediment 
pattern covering a beach surface is the result of a transport exerted by several 
hydrodynamic agents. In Portonovo beach, the forcing condition which controls the 
sediment and the topographic variability is the storm event. Hence is crucial to correlate 
the sediment parameters showed in the previous paragraphs with the wave conditions 
experienced from one survey to another. As already explained in Paragraph 3.7, storm 
events were identified according to the method of Armaroli et al. (2012) while the storm 
severity was calculated following the scale of Mendoza et al. (2011). 
March 2012 was characterised by a fairly uniform surface sediment pattern. Coarser gravel 
(medium and coarse pebbles, Figure 7-2 A) was covering the swash zone while granules 
and medium pebbles were on the berm and in the lower part of the backshore. Sand was 
mainly located on the upper part of the backshore of the southern zone of the beach (Figure 
7-2 A). This surface sediment configuration was produced by a general fair weather wave 
climate except for a weak storms approached from NE sectors (Table 7-1, see also 
Appendix B). Sorting was moderately sorted in the swash zone and poorly sorted on the 
backshore (Figure 7-2 A). 
From March 2012 to April 2012 few storms occurred (highest Hs = 2.9 m from NNE, 
Figure 7-5).  The last storm of weak severity approached from ENE (Table 7-1; Figure 
7-5). Storms of weak intensity did not produce any distinct downdrift coarsening at this 
stage (Figure 7-2 B). A grain size separation between the upper backshore limit (sandy) 
and the remaining part of the beach (gravelly) was recognizable (Figure 7-2 B). In terms of 
sorting, the worst sorted sediments were deposited in the submerged beach (Figure 7-3 B). 
The southern compartment, which was also distinguished by a strongly negative skewness 
values, confirm a bad sorting and a surplus of coarse sediments (Figure 7-4 B). A slightly 
sorting improvement was related to the entire emerged beach if compared to the same 
beach area of the previous survey (Figure 7-3 A; B). The most positive skewness values 
were indentified at the northern edge (Figure 7-4 B). 
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Sampling Evidence of surface sediment 
pattern 
Last storm occurred 
Sediment size Sorting Hs max 
(m) 
Dir Duration 
(h) 
E 
(m
2
h) 
Severity 
Mar 2012 
Sufficiently 
uniform 
(following to 
parallel 
stripes) 
Net separation 
between swash 
zone (better 
sorted) and 
upper beach 
(worse sorted) 
1.9 NNE 6.5 24 weak 
Apr 2012 
Swash zone 
and lower 
backshore 
covered by 
gravel 
Worst selected 
sediment in 
the submerged 
beach 
2 ENE 10 40 weak 
May 2012 
Downdrift 
coarsening 
(towards NW) 
Downdrift 
worsening 
(towards NW) 
2.1 ESE 8 35 weak 
Oct 2012 
Size 
coarsening 
affected the 
entire beach 
Better sorting 
in the lower 
part of the 
backshore 
- - - - - 
Dec 2012 
Downdrift 
coarsening 
(towards SE) 
Downdrift 
worsening 
(towards SE) 
2.4 NNW 50.5 291 significant 
Apr 2013 
Downdrift 
coarsening 
(towards SE) 
No clear trend 2.2 ENE 9.5 45 weak 
Table 7-1. Evidence of surface sediment patterns observed in Portonovo beach during the one year 
sampling. Characteristics of the last storm occurred before each sampling are shown from offshore 
wave data (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale”). Severity class of each 
storm is calculated according to the storm severity scale of Mendoza et al. (2011). 
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From April 2012 to May 2012 few storms occurred (highest Hs = 3.9 m from NNW, Figure 
7-5). The last storm occurred from ESE direction and classified as weak severity (Figure 
7-5, Table 7-1) generated a coarsening of sediments at the northern end (increasing toward 
the limit, Figure 7-2 C). A clear separation between the upper backshore (sandy) and the 
remaining part of the beach (gravelly) was present, even though this situation characterised 
only the central and the southern part of the shore. On regard to the sediment sorting, the 
coarser sediment, that occupied the northern beach end, was also the worst sorted (Figure 
7-3 C), also marked by a positive skewness which determines a fine sediment surplus 
presence in that area (Figure 7-4 C). 
From May 2012 to October 2012 no storms occurred (Figure 7-5; Table 7-1; see also 
Appendix B). During the summer, an increase of grain size in the southern end (Figure 7-2 
D) was combined to a general improvement in terms of sorting (moderately sorted, Figure 
7-3 D) and skewness (from symmetrical to slightly negative or positive skewed, Figure 7-4 
D) of the swash zone and the lower part of the backshore. 
From October 2012 to December 2012, many storms occurred (highest Hs = 5.2 m from 
ESE, aka “Halloween 2012 storm”, Figure 7-5). Last storm of significant severity 
approached from NNW direction (Figure 7-5; Table 7-1). One more time a downdrift 
coarsening of sediment was noticed in response to the last storm direction (i.e. storm 
direction from NNW and subsequent deposition of coarser sediments in the southern part 
of the beach, Figure 7-2 E).  In terms of sorting and skewness, a deterioration of values 
took place, probably caused by storms that reworked the sediments reasonably well sorted 
during the previous summer (Figure 7-3 D; Figure 7-4 D). 
From December 2012 to April 2013 many storms occurred (highest Hs = 5.3 m from ESE, 
Figure 7-5; Table 7-1). Last storm of weak severity was driven from ENE direction (Table 
7-1; Figure 7-5). Coarser grain size was again accumulated on the southern end of the 
beach due to the last storm direction (Figure 7-2 F). The beach was more gravelly than the 
five previous samplings (Figure 7-2 F compare to Figure 7-2 A; B; C; D; E). The deposits 
conveyed to the southern part of the beach were characterized by areas well and very well 
sorted and others poorly sorted (Figure 7-3 F). Skewness values were barely good except 
for the central sector of the backshore (Figure 7-4 F). 
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Figure 7-5. Significant wave height (Hs) and wave direction (Dir) recorded by the Ancona offshore 
buoy (ISPRA - Servizio Mareografico “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale”) throughout the entire period 
of samplings. 
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In a mixed sand-gravel beach longshore transport directions could be identified with 
difficulty among large local fluctuations in size and sorting values by use of average trends 
(McLean and Kirk, 1969). Complex spatial patterns usually characterize sediments of 
mixed beaches in terms of sorting and size (McLean, 1970). Analyzing the dispersion 
maps of the previous paragraph (Figure 7-2; Figure 7-3; Figure 7-4), these authors were 
right, but some recurrent aspects can be highlighted. Firstly, a downdrift coarsening of 
sediments in response to storms was recognized in every sampling campaign, and in 
particular this happened in accordance to the last storm direction. Carr (1969) already 
noted this behavior in Chesil Beach (UK), by means of a repeated sampling in one year 
span time. According to the author, coarser material is stranded on the backshore by 
longshore transport under severe storm conditions. Carr (1971) stated that there is a 
longshore size sorting achieved by the vector imparted by the direction of wave approach. 
Furthermore, it is fairly usual to find the coarsest material towards the beach ends 
(McLean, 1970). To highlight this finding, a qualitative example is represented in Figure 
7-6 where is shown the same beach end after two storms approached from opposite 
directions (eroded sandy portion, Figure 7-6 B and large pebble accumulation, Figure 7-6 
C of the same beach portion). 
The most clear aspect resulted by sediment analyses is the evident surface pattern left by 
the storms. Watt et al. (2005), studying the surface distribution of sediments across three 
mixed beaches, already noted that higher wave energy conditions (wave height higher than 
2 m) produce distinct surface sediment grain size patterns. According to the authors finer 
sediments can be commonly found on the upper beach after storms while coarser ones 
accumulate in the lower part of it. A similar behavior was found by Sarti and Bertoni 
(2007) in some mixed beaches of northern Tuscany. In Portonovo a clear sediment 
diversification can be made mostly longshore rather than cross-shore. Coarse sediment 
usually was piled up on the upper beach in response of the last storm direction. A 
downdrift coarsening of sediment was observed after each storm.  
Secondary, it is the last storm, even though not the most energetic, to control the sediment 
pattern all over the beach surface. During phases of fair-weather, wave action tend to 
improve the sorting and the skewness values of sediments covering the swash zone and the 
lower part of the backshore; this is also combined to a general coarsening of sediments 
occupying those areas. According to Gleason and Hardcastle (1973) sorting process is to 
ascribe to small, low frequency waves, which leave coarser material on the surface and 
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provide a readily-available population for longshore drift that takes place with higher 
energy conditions. 
Periods of fair weather or without severe storm occurring develop a striped pattern of 
surface sediments. Stripes of different grain size run parallel to the shoreline: with the 
swash zone and the fair-weather berm  normally characterized by gravel (granules or fine 
pebbles) and scattered non continuous stripes of sand that cover the landward part of the 
backshore (Figure 7-2 A, B, D). During these periods of low to moderate wave energy a 
better sorting of sediments which cover the swash zone and the lower part of the backshore 
also occurs. 
 
 
Figure 7-6. Representation of the same beach end (northern) after a storm approached from NE 
direction in December 2012 (B) and a storm reached from SE direction in March 2013 (C). In A is 
shown the location where the pictures were taken relatively to the sampling area.   
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8. Considerations on fill 
material characteristics for 
nourishment purposes 
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8.1 - Italian and worldwide overview on gravel nourishment projects 
Beach nourishment is a “soft” defensive practice consisting of refilling beach sectors, in 
advanced state of erosion, with material of different nature (i.e. beach sand, beach gravel, 
off-shore deposits, alluvial material, quarry waste, etc.). It is considered a “soft” approach 
of coastal protection because usually any construction of hard structure is provided. Coarse 
grained and mixed beaches, although they are quite common at high latitudes or in 
proximity to high coasts, have been less studied than the sandy ones. In the last 15 years, 
the scientific interest on these beaches is growth due to nourishment practices realized to 
contrast erosive processes also in these kind of beaches (Takagi et al., 2000; Masselink and 
Hughes, 2003; Cammelli et al., 2006; Kumada et al., 2010; Noshi et al., 2011). Gravel is 
increasingly being used for beach nourishment (e.g., Moses and Williams, 2009); 
therefore, there is a real need for field investigations on gravel beach morphodynamics to 
increase our understanding of these coastal systems (Masselink et al., 2010). The Marche 
Region was one of the first local municipalities in Italy to adopt coarse material to 
replenish sector of the coast. Some beaches of Conero Headland were involved in 
replenishment schemes: Portonovo, where 18500 m
3
 of gravel and pebbles were 
transported mainly on the western side of the town between 2006 and 2011 (personal 
communication by the Regione Marche); Sirolo (San Michele - Sassi Neri beach), where 
156000 m
3
 were transferred at different stages by dredges between 2009 and 2010 (Harley 
et al., 2014); Numana (Marcelli beach), which represented the largest project with 225000 
m
3
 of gravel deposited between 2009 and 2010 (personal communication by the Regione 
Marche). Other cases can be found along the Italian peninsula, e.g. several sectors of 
Marina di Pisa shore (Cammelli et al., 2006; Bertoni and Sarti, 2009), Barbarossa sector 
included, where the gravelly fill material was placed on the native sandy beach. Some 
other examples from Italy come from Liguria region. Interesting is the case of Bregeggi 
where a gravel refill carried out during the 1960’s created a new beach (Sirene beach) at 
the cliff toe where the beach was never present naturally (Fierro et al., 2010). Several 
examples can also be found worldwide: in Japan many monitoring studies of replenished 
beaches have been produced (Takagi et al., 2000; Kumada et al., 2010; Noshi et al., 2011); 
in France, especially in the Les Bas-Champes area (since 1969), in the Gulf of Lion in 
1984 (Hanson et al., 2002) or recently in Nice (Anthony et al., 2011); in New Zealand, on 
Washdyke beach where a nourishment project was monitored for five years (Kirk, 1992); 
in Ireland, in the Dublin area during the 1990s (Hanson et al., 2002); in South-West of 
England, nearby Dungeness, nourishment projects with shingle material were realised to 
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prevent the local nuclear power station from flooding damage (Maddrell, 1996). UK is 
certainly the leader country since the first nourishment works with shingle material were 
realised in the 1950s (McFarland et al., 1995; Whitcombe 1996). It was calculated that 
approximately 4.25M m
3
 of gravel (about 170.000 m
3
 per year) were transferred along the 
England coastline between 1970 and 1994 (Hanson et al., 2002). The success of refill 
schemes on beaches led to a significant growth demand of gravel for future projects which 
was estimated for the period 1995-2015 in 209M m
3
 to refill Wales and England coasts 
(Hanson et al., 2002). Beyond the classical purposes of beach protection, some other 
objectives can be related to nourishment projects. Many scientists have focused on the 
environmental impact of beach feeding, dealing with the ecological consequences for fauna 
habitats populating beaches (Nordstrom, 2005; Jackson et al., 2007; 2010) or with the 
slope stability of cliffs subjected to erosive processes under storm conditions (Harley et al., 
2014). Others remarkable objectives of nourishment projects could be tourism 
improvement and consolidation or maintenance of both natural and recreational values (the 
cases of Conero beaches and Marina di Pisa). 
 
8.2 - Which fill material? 
Sediment characteristics and sources are the key components of nourishment projects for 
several reasons. First of all, nourishment project requires periodic maintenance that means 
to plan all the future refill and monitoring of feed material (transport, abrasion rate, loss 
rate) and mostly to find an adequate sediment source. The most accepted advantage of 
nourishment practice, which allows to define nourishment as a “soft” protection method, is 
to refill beach portions with natural sediment. All beaches have specific sediment 
characteristics which the fill material should meet, such as size, colour, roundness, sorting, 
mineralogical composition, etc. Furthermore a mixed beach, as shown from the results of 
Chapter 7, is not a homogeneous texture of sediments and varies several times during the 
year after each storm. Find a clear trend of particles characteristics valid all over the beach 
seems to be impracticable. Trying to fulfil all those requirements makes the research of fill 
material a hard challenge. The Regione Marche for its nourishment project in Portonovo 
provided a refill material as close as possible to the native sediment (Table 8-1; Figure 
8-1). The fill material was extracted from inland quarries on alluvial deposits (mainly 
limestone) then was subjected to fragmentation and washing stages and finally was divided 
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in proper size percentages (not mono-dimensional) in order to obtain particles of similar 
size to the beach sediment (informal communication by the Regione Marche, Table 8-1; 
Figure 8-1). Washing and sizing phases are essential to reject undesirable clay and finer 
particles (Smith and Collis, 1993). 
 Source Mineralogical 
composition 
Size Roundness Shape 
(Zingg 
diagram) 
Note 
Native material Cliff 
erosion 
Limestone and 
marls 
Medium 
sand to 
cobble  
(1 to 256 
mm) 
Well 
rounded 
Disc and 
spheres 
(mainly) 
- 
Nourishment  
material 
Inland 
quarries 
on 
alluvial 
deposits  
90% 
Limestone 
Fine 
pebble to 
cobble 
 (4 to 100 
mm) 
Subangular Disc Washed 
before 
deposition 
Table 8-1 - Comparison between native sediment and fill material characteristics for Portonovo 
beach. 
 
Figure 8-1- Comparison between a fill nourishment material adopted in Portonovo beach (A) and 
the native natural sediment (B). 
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Select the appropriate material is crucial for gravel nourishment project since is not 
unusual to observe problems related to fill material. For examples cliffing issues could 
easily appear on replenished mixed beaches if an overestimated quantity of sand is 
included in the supply (She et al., 2006; Ciavola and Castiglione, 2009). According to She 
et al. (2006) even when the fill material is quite similar to the native one, the sand fraction 
tends to accumulate on the backshore leading to the cliff development in correspondence 
of the high water mark. In Portonovo it is quite common to find sand stripes on the upper 
part of the backshore even though cliffing phenomena were never seen during the 
monitoring period. When the sand percentage is greater than 30 % the hydraulic 
performance of a mixed sand and gravel beach become similar to a pure sandy beach and 
the advantage of a coarse grained beach (see permeability) is completely lost (Lòpez de 
San Román-Blanco, 2006; She et al., 2006). According to Ibrahim et al., (2006) the 
location of the water level in the beach profile has an important role in determining erosion 
or accretion processes and its position is surely depending from the size of sediments (sand 
versus gravel) and this is another reason why recharge material should be similar to the 
natural one.  
Different from Portonovo was the case of Barbarossa beach in Marina di Pisa where the 
native sandy beach profile was covered by marble pebbles and cobbles (60 to 100 mm in 
diameter) derived from quarry waste. In this case local authorities could prevent to fulfil 
specific requirements to meet the natural sediment of the beach. Gray marble was the 
selected material for these replenishments given its large availability from local quarries 
and its relative limited costs. Furthermore, gray marble resulted more resistant to abrasion 
relative to the white type (Nordstrom et al., 2008). A net separation between native sandy 
sediment and highly coarser fill material can cause the incorporation of sand into the gravel 
matrix, combined, in places, with removal of the larger particles by concessionaires causes 
them to lose their distinctiveness rapidly (Nordstrom et al., 2008). Whitcombe (1996) 
observed that artificially replenished gravel beaches do not necessarily exhibit the same 
characteristics of a natural gravel beaches. These kind of beaches tend to be more compact 
(McFarland et al., 1995), process that was also noted at Barbarossa beach from time to 
time, and the consequent lack of permeability of fill material may not respond to wave 
attack in the same way of a natural gravel beach (Whitcombe, 1996). Some laboratory tests 
have been conducted in order to better understand the behavior of fill material in response 
to the wave action even in presence of protective structures (D’Elisio et al., 2008; Van 
Wellen et al., 1999b), trying to predict the artificial replenished beach profile with 
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available formulae and models (Van der Meer, 1988; Powell, 1990; Lorang, 2002). To 
analyse the fill material displacement a monitoring study is always recommended. Coarser 
gravel is less mobile then finer one, but unfortunately really coarse gravel (i.e. pebbles and 
cobbles) are usually in short supply (Williams and Moses, 2005). Cases of nourishment 
project with gravel are shown in Table 8-2 where is highlighted if the recharge material 
had met the native one from case to case. Only few cases are shown since data collected 
are often incomplete or fragmentary. In many cases gravel replenishment is used to create 
beaches where these were not existent previously. When the recharge material is quite 
similar to the native one in term of size, little consideration is usually given to particle 
shape. 
 
Site Fill material Compatible 
with native 
material 
Source Particle size Particle shape 
- Roundness 
Lithology 
Portonovo 
(Italy) 
Quarry on 
alluvial 
material 
4 - 100 mm 
(Mz) 
Disc 
Subangular 
Limestone Yes 
Marina di 
Pisa 
(Italy) 
Quarry waste 60 - 100 mm 
(Mz) 
Disc 
Subangular 
Grey marble No 
(sandy beach 
or not existent 
before) 
Sirolo 
(Italy) 
Quarry on 
alluvial 
material 
8 mm 
 (D50) 
- Limestone Yes 
Numana 
(Italy) 
Quarry on 
alluvial 
material 
6 mm  
(D50) 
- Limestone Yes 
Ancona  
(Italy) 
Quarry on 
alluvial 
material 
60 mm  
(D50) 
- - No 
(beach not 
existent 
before) 
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Bergeggi 
(Italy) 
Waste 
material from 
construction 
- - - No 
(beach not 
existent 
before) 
Fuji coast 
(Japan) 
“Crushed 
stones” 
50 - 150 mm 
(Mz) 
“Angular 
shape” 
- - 
Saltdean and 
Telscombe 
(U.K.) 
Marine 
deposits 
Pebbles Subangular to 
subrounded 
Flint Yes 
Table 8-2. Fill material characteristics adopted in some Italian and worldwide nourishment 
projects. 
 
8.2.1 - Recommendations on fill material for the case studies. 
In Portonovo beach, the ideal fill material for a nourishment project should be comprised 
of pebbles with a spherical shape. During short fair-weather periods sediment 
characteristics can exert a notable influence on particle transport (Chapter 5), the same has 
not been demonstrated under severe storm conditions.  It fairly clear that spherical and well 
rounded material is not easy to find, but in natural offshore deposits or after long 
laboratory treatment, keeping in mind that these two alternatives are highly expensive 
(Nunny and Chillingworth, 1986; Smith and Collis, 1993). According to the results of 
Chapter 5, disc shaped pebbles can reach larger displacement even though the spherical 
pebbles are more dynamic, therefore the spherical shape would be preferred for pebble 
nourishment. A bulk of spherical pebbles would be starting to move before and in a more 
homogeneous way than disc shapes. Furthermore, thanks to their less mobility, disc could 
be transported towards the beach limits during storm events and be resumed less easily 
rather than spherical pebbles once they reach the upper beach profile. An ideal beach 
comprised of spherical pebbles would always kept in moving with no “permanent”  erosive 
or augmentative areas that could be more frequent adopting discoidal pebbles. Regarding 
the size to adopt for pebble replenishment, a dimension comprised between -5.5 and -6.5 
phi (“Big” size, very coarse pebble and small cobbles according to the Udden-Wentworth 
grain size scale, 48 to 96 mm) is to avoid given its low mobility. “Big”-sized pebbles could 
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be used to build step feature or anything that would supposed to be more stable. “Medium” 
and “Small”-sized pebbles (coarse and very coarse pebbles, -4.5 to -5.5 phi or 24 to 48 mm 
according to the Udden-Wentworth grain size scale) should be preferred for feeding the 
swash zone and the emerged beach in order to keep the system free to interact actively with 
several wave conditions. Furthermore, the use of sand as part of fill material is not 
recommended: cliffing issues may could occur even though sandy fraction is 
approximately one fourth of the whole sediment grain size constituting the beach. 
Regarding the beach studied in Marina di Pisa (Barbarossa sector) there are less 
information about the influence of pebble characteristics on transport. As confirmed by the 
previous paragraph, local authorities usually give little consideration to particle shape in 
their nourishment projects. This can be surely overcome by the significant abrasion rates 
which were also measured in some of the cases listed in Table 8-2. Bertoni et al. 2012a 
measured a rate of abrasion of 8.5 % in two months at Barbarossa sector. A rate of 
abrasion of 2.4 % was observed in a close beach even in Marina di Pisa (Cella 7) in the 
same time span. Cella 7 was part of the same recharging project of Barbarossa beach and 
was built with the same material used to recharge Barbarossa. The smaller rate of abrasion 
was mainly due to the presence of both longshore and cross-shore protecting the beach 
(Bertoni et al., 2012a). Is not clear if change of shape could occur, even though a 
significant increase in roundness was experienced in both cases studied at Marina di Pisa 
(Bertoni et al., 2012a). Studies dealing with rate of abrasion should be conceived even in 
Portonovo given the high rate of abrasion experienced by other authors on limestone 
pebbles. Dornbush et al. (2002) measured a mean weight loss over a period of 10 months 
of 0.36% for quartzite pebbles compared with 1.44% for limestones.  Some authors 
cyclically remark the loss of nourishment gravel after a certain time since the end of 
replenishment (Takagi et al., 2000; Maddrell, 1996; Limber and Warren, 2006). Loss of 
nourishment material in case of pebble nourishment could also be related to loss of volume 
due abrasion processes. In other cases additional material does not produces significant 
beach enlargement. Harley et al. (2014) focused on the response of a gravel nourishment 
project to beach rotation processes in a beach close to Portonovo (Sirolo, San Michele - 
Sassi Neri). Despite the additional gravel recharge, only moderate increases in the average 
dry beach width and dry beach area were observed by the authors. Since shoreline rotation 
affect also Portonovo beach (see Paragraph 6.2) and pocket beaches in general, another 
aspect to take in account surely is beach rotation process. Given the issues and the actual 
processes that may occur on replenishment material, is always recommended the use of 
natural sediment which should meet as more as possible the native one. Furthermore a 
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better understanding of sediment characteristics and its relationship with hydrodynamics is 
crucial for future nourishment purposes together with a long term monitoring on how these 
characteristics can vary over time. 
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9. Conclusions 
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The study here presented is an original contribution to the understanding of influence of 
pebble characteristics on sediment transport. It also leads to a more complete interpretation 
of mixed beaches response to different wave conditions in terms of grain size and 
topographic variability. 
Under low energy conditions gravel and pebbles need just a small quantity of energy to be 
destabilized: in both experiments (Marina di Pisa and the first Portonovo experiment) 
swash action provided that energy, considering that the run-up levels exceeded the 
maximum tracer elevation for almost the entire duration of the experiments. Once that 
threshold is reached, marked pebbles can be displaced away from the injection point even 
though wave motion and swash processes are at minimum. 
Discs can cover greater distances than spheres but are less dynamic. Once lifted and shifted 
by swash flows, the discs can travel long paths, reaching a stable location characterized by 
feeble forces under low wave energy conditions (e.g., the back side of the fair-weather 
berm or slope break between the swash zone and the beach step). On the other hand the 
threshold to initiate movement for spheres is lower so it is more difficult for them to find 
more stable position on beach profile. 
"Big"-sized pebbles (-5.5 to -6.5 phi) are less dynamic compared to the finer classes 
("Medium", -5 to -5.5 phi; "Small", -4.5 to -5 phi). They are not able to reach the back of 
the fair-weather berm if initially released at the step crest, but they can be easily dragged 
down to the swash or step zone if released on the berm crest, even under very low energy 
conditions. Nevertheless the “Big”-sized spheres resulted slight more dynamic than discs 
of the same size. 
There is no statistical relationship between the shape of pebbles and their displacements, 
although different shapes respond to different forces. "Big"-sized sediments had a similar 
behaviour in both experiments, which was significantly different from that of the 
“Medium” and “Small” classes. Further investigations focusing on particle shape are 
needed to identify the possible primary factors that control pebble movement (e.g., surface 
where displacement takes place, beach slope, permeability in the swash zone, wave 
breakers, swash velocities, etc.). 
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Very low and steady energy conditions facilitate pebble cross-shore and offshore 
movement rather than longshore. In that case, beach exposure, beach morphology and 
water level fluctuations play a prevalent role on pebble movement than wave height. A 
slight increase in wave height produces a predominant longshore transport characterized by 
non-negligible displacements. Furthermore, low to moderate energy conditions trigger 
some trend displacements based on pebble shape: discs end up on the back side of the fair-
weather berm; spheres keep on moving throughout the swash zone driven by swash 
grazing. 
Actual measurements of swash velocities, which are able to initiate pebble movement, 
should be obtained in order to improve threshold velocity formulae, which currently do not 
involve any shape parameter. It is believed that shape can be a discriminating factor for 
coarse and very coarse pebble transport (from 16 to 64 mm according to Udden-
Wentworth grain size scale) at least under low energy conditions.  
Portonovo beach seemed to be a close system regarding at least pebble transport, as no 
tracers were ever found beyond the longshore beach limits and not even offshore. Tracer 
loss is mainly to ascribe to burial by other sediments and is also related to the limited 
detection range of RFID antenna (about 40 cm).  
The central sector of the beach is a transfer zone for pebble motion during storms. No 
tracers were found here during any recovery; the most was always found at beach edges. 
Weak storms combined to swash grazing are able to move pebbles and cobbles alongshore 
with great displacements (mean displacement 190 m; max 445 m; min 15 m ; 2 months 
after the injection of the first experiment at Portonovo).  
The central sector is also the narrowest sector and less affected by morphological changes. 
The southern beach edge, in its upper part, was never reached by storm waves, thus is the 
only sector never showing morphological changes. A different beach exposure to wave 
action of the southern embayment was observed by means of a mixing depth evaluation. 
This was also confirmed by shorter displacements always experienced in this part of the 
beach. 
Beach rotation is a common phenomenon in Portonovo. The system seems to act like a 
pocket beach: erosion (defined with scarps) and accretion areas (defined with storm berms) 
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change in accordance to the most frequent direction of each storm (SE “Scirocco” and 
NNE “Bora”). The central area of the beach represents the pivotal point for beach rotation. 
Despite the high grain size heterogeneity, at Portonovo the sediment pattern is the result of 
the last storm direction: storms are the forcing conditions controlling the beach surface 
sediment variability. Evident downdrift coarsening of sediments in response to storms 
normally occurs. In the long term, longshore transport is more clearly visible than cross-
shore transport, according to grain size locations on the beach and to the long term tracer 
recoveries. 
Periods of fair weather (with at least very weak storms) develop a striped pattern of surface 
sediments. Stripes of different grain size run parallel to the shoreline: the swash zone and 
the lower part of the backshore increase their sediment size becoming gravelly (granules or 
fine pebbles) and better sorted, while scattered and non continuous stripes of sand cover 
the landward and the upper part of the backshore. Storm waves produce weak values of 
sorting and skewness. 
The fill material for nourishment purposes should fit as best as possible the native 
sediment, evaluating costs of material supply and its possible treatment to make it 
compatible.  
At Marina di Pisa the material used for beach refill was sufficiently good: covering the 
natural sandy backshore with pebbles and cobbles did not prevent users from going to the 
beach. Deeper studies on coarse sediment abrasion rate are needed for better assessment on 
replenishment material and to better estimate contingent loss of volume in the refill 
material. 
At Portonovo beach, the material provided by local authorities for nourishment projects is 
quite compatible with the native one. In order to have an even more compatible material 
the use of spherical pebbles is suggested, to take advantage of their higher dynamicity 
relative to the discs. A size comprised between -4.5 and -5.5 phi (24 to 48 mm) should be 
preferred since spheres of that size are more dynamic than discs and tend to prevent the 
formation of permanent areas in erosion or in strong accumulation on the beach. 
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Time table 
Beach   
sampling 
Topographic 
survey 
Tracer 
experiment 
Tracer    
research 
0 March 2012 A  half  beach   
1
st
 March 2012 B  half  beach   
2
nd
 April 2012  half  beach   
3
rd
 May 2012     
4
th
 October 2012 A     
5
th
 October 2012 B     
6
th
 November 2012     
7
th
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th
 January 2013     
9
th
 February 2012     
10
th
 March 2013     
11
th
 April 2013     
12
th
 May 2013     
13
th
 February 2014     
 
 
Summary time-table of fieldwork in Portonovo beach 
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Portonovo beach, looking south (February 2014). 
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Storm berms in the northern area of Portonovo after a storm from ESE direction. 
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Throwing pebbles in Portonovo. 
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Cliff erosion (after “Halloween 2012 storm”). 
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Sediment stripes. 
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The northern beach end in Portonovo (December 2012). 
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The southern embayment in Portonovo. 
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Lonely tracer. 
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Our mascot (...and the RFID reader). 
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Landslide body of Portonovo lied on the sea (April 2012). 
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The beach (April 2012). 
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The beach (March 2012). 
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